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SPORTS: DeBella Comes Up Short In State Finals
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ChiSox Put BoSox In Hole p. Cl

Students measure up with CTBS, Mother, daughter
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Third, sixth, and moth grade
students in Calloway County
and Murray Independent school
districts have scored significantly above most of their peers
nationwide in math, reading and
language as measured by the
Comprehensive Test of Basic
Skills.
According to the Spring 2005
Kentucky Performance Report,
CTBS scores, when scaled to
match lateral percentages with
Commonwealth
the
Accountability Testing System
(CATS) battery, indicate that
students in both districts are
making short and long-term
progress in the three subject
matter areas since the test was
assimilated into the CATS system in 1999.
The CTBS is scored differently than the CATS and the
national point system is converted to the state's academic
achievement index for clarity by
of
Department
Kentucky

Education officials.
Calloway
Assistant
Superintendent and district
assessment coordinator Randy
McCallon said administrators
have had time to break down
this year's CATS scores and
pointed out some of the outmarks
academic
standing
achieved by district students on
the CTBS.
"Two outstanding marks
have emerged as points of pride
for Laker academics," McCallon
said in a district rele2sP."All our
schools did well, but the '04 ,'05
third grade at North Calloway
Elementary and the '04-05 ninth
grade at Calloway County High
School posted outstanding
scores."
The results show that North
Calloway third graders ranked
among the top in western
scores
With
Kentucky.
expressed as a percentile, North
had an 88 in math, 81 in language arts, and an 81 in reading.

CTBS total battery scores in reading,
language and math combined for the five Calloway
County schools in 2005
•East Elementary,62: down from a score of 73 last year, but
up from a low of 52 in 2003.
•North Elementary, 82: up from a score of 76 last year and
a low of 63 in 2002.
II Southwest Elementary, 73; down from a score of 80 last
year, but up from a low of 68 in 2000.
III Calloway County Middle School, 59; up from a score of 58
last year. but down slightly from a high score of 61 in 2000
and 2002.
•Calloway county High School, 67: the same score as last
year, but up from a low of 55 in 2000.

keep up pace with
local Heart Walk

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
•
Staff Writer
Maddie Phillips is a typical
5-year-old who loves life and
all the little things in it.
The kindergartner recently
came home from school telling
her mother. Stephanie, about a
classmate who had medical
problems. Despite taking medicine twice a day and annual
checkups. Maddie didn't realCTBS total battery scores in reading,
ize she had medical problems
Murray
the
for
combined
language and math
too. That's how little her heart
Independent schools in 2005
condition — mitral valve
stenosis — and more recently
•Murray Elementary School, 72; down from a score of 78
diagnosed epilepsy have
last year, but up slightly from a low of 69 in 2000 and 2003.
affected her young, vibrant
•Murray Middle School, 64; down from a score of 70 last
year and the lowest score recorded since 2000 when stulife.
To get to where she is today,
dents scores a 79.
her story goes back to before
•Murray High School, 60: down from a 71 last year and the
lowest score recorded since 2000 when students scored a 74.
she was born. While Stephanie
Maddie Phillips
Phillips was carrying her secMI See Page 11A
-This affects me more," she
ond child, a Dandy-Walker said. "You tend to do things
cyst was found on the back of that are closer to you. I know
her brain. During the-pregnan- -what the-rifoney does."
cy, Phillips remembers doctors
What the money does is
watching it closely.
help advance technology to
Then when Maddie was treat patients who suffer heart
born July 5, 2000, an EKG conditions. When her daughter
revealed her patent ductus arte- was born, doctors told
riosus — a blood vessel that Stephanie that Maddie's valve
transports blood while babies was "mildly closed." The
are in their mother's uterus — annual EKGs say the condition
Special to the Ledger
didn't properly close up. That is pretty much the sane. When
While many are still pondering on what
led to heart surgery for the 5- Maddie would have to have
the future holds for them, Leonard Johnson
day-old girl.
is beginning a new life here.
surgery is anybody's guess.
Now, once a year. an EKG
In New Orleans, Johnson owned his own
"By the time she has to
monitors Maddie's heart valve have a valve rqlaced. ther,e's
cafe, grocery. and deli. Yet, with the loss of
at oesn Lomp etc y open no way of knowing what tech-his business, Joliiisouttas-tlecideit
up. She will likely have to nology will be," Stephanie
Murray and share his culinary, talents with
have surgery at some point in said, hopeful that such a proceMurray-Calloway County Hospital as a
dietary aide in the food service department.
her life to help the valve open. dure remains unnecessary.
Johnson's is a story of hope and dreams
But so far so good.
In addition to her heart
for the future. As an Associated Baptist
Maintaining a "no news is complications. Maddie was ,
minister, Johnson had faith that God would
good news" attitude, Stephanie diagnosed with epilepsy. For:,
provide. And for Johnson and his family.
and Jason Phillips continue, to the last year, she has takeni:
God did.
enjoy their happy, creative medicine twice a day. Shunts'
"It is a blessing to be here." he said. "The
daughter, who loves to cheer- are used if she has constant'
best thing that could have happened is comlead and play dress up.
headaches, and that means-, ,
ing here."
As a 15-month-old, Maddie trips to Nashville.
A native of New Orleans, Johnson evacwas the honorary survivor at
Her mother says she could
uated to the Convention Center in hopes of
Calloway County's American grow out of the* epilepsy.
finding shelter from Hurricane Katrina and
Heart Walk four years ago. which causes her to stare rather
riding out the storm. He and six members of
And just like every year since, than have the often-associates
his family waited in the Convention Center
mother and daughter will walk seizures. '
for three days with no food. water, or assislaps in the fund-raising event,
With her hair as long as its:
tance.
which is scheduled for Oct. 29 ever been as a testament to her
. Johnson's wife, Joyce, went into a diabetat the Regional Special Events health. Maddie doesn't get
ic coma after the first three days in the
Center.
caught up in all the complicaConvention Center. before she received
While Stephanie wishes the' tions that could happen. She
help. On the sixth day, the bus from Murray
American Heart Walk cam- watches heart-warming shows
arrived and brought them to the temporary
paign was as large as the like
Home
"Extreme
home at Camp W.O.W.
American Cancer Society's Makeover" with her mother
Photo provided
"Camp W.O.W. has given us the opportuRelay for Life, she's still dedi- and dreams about what she
Katrina evacuee, uses his talents at Murraynity to rebuild our lives," Johnson said. Leonard Johnson, Hurricane
to participating — for could be.
cated
residents.
and
patients
for
meals
prepare
"The Red Cross and FEMA have also pro- Calloway County Hospital to
sake.
daughter's
her
Johnson, who evacuated to Camp W.O.W., owned his own café, grocery, and

Katrina evacuee putting his
talents, faith to good use

See Page 2A

deli in New Orleans.

Input being sought on LBL's dispersed recreation areas
GOLDEN POND, Ky. -- The Forest Plan also identified the need to consoliService is moving forward with imple- date some of the less used areas to be
mentation of sections of the Land and more efficient and effective.
Over the past 35 years recreation use
Resource Management Plan ( Area
changed and some of the areas are
Lakes
has
The
Between
Land
Plan) for
(LBL) National Recreation Area. and outdated and in need of repairs. Some
LBL management needs comments sites may not be in the best location.
"We need to determine how to best
about LBL dispersed recreation areas.
These areas include boat.launch, pic- manage these areas, while protecting
nic. designated lake access, and back- resources, with available funding for
the future," stated Bill Lisowsky. LBL
country camping areas across LBL.
During the Area Planning process. Area Supervisor. "There just is not
LBL management heard from the pub- enough money in the budget to restore
lic that there may be a need for areas and maintain all the areas that currently
that provide more swimming, hiking, exist, and some of these areas just
and modernized boat ramps. The Area aren't being used very often."

11111P1111111111Pw

Land Between the Lakes staff would
like to know how dispersed recreation
areas enhance patrons' experiences at
LBL. At this time no decisions have
been made.
An example of this might be,"where
boat ramps and picnic areas should be
located."
Input is important and essential in
determining what options will provide
enjoyable, safe, and sustainable outdoor •
recreation for future generations.
Developing new areas and resulting
infrastructure, while maintaining all
existing areas, cannot be an option.
Increasing efficiency and reducing

operating expenses is a top priority.
Any resulting changes would be phased
in over future years.
"Over the next few years. using the
Area Plan's direction, LBL management will look at all LBL facilities to
ensure they conform to the Plan, meet
public expectations, and complement
tourism strategies of the surrounding
communities. Dispersed recreation
sites are just a part of that overall
review," added Lisowsky:
To be effective, comments should be
submitted in writing and must be
received by Dec. 15. Please mail comments to: Dispersed Recreation, Land

Between The Lakes. 100 Van Morgan
Drive, Golden Pond, KY 42211-9001.
Written comments may also be submitted by e-mail to focalbl@fs.fed.us.
faxing to 270-924-2087.. or by taking
them to any LBL Welcome Station by
November 30, or to the Golden Pond
Visitor Center by the deadline date.
Land Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area is public land managed
by the USDA Forest Service, in partnership with "Friends of LBL." with an
emphasis on outdoor recreation and
environmental education. LBL information is available by calling 1-800LBL-7077 or at www.lbl.org.
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PoliceSherifiLeis
Murray Police Department
• Someone came into the station to report a forgery at 9:18 a.m.
Tuesday.
• Theft of services was reported at 1616 Belmont Drive at 10:19
a.m. Tuesday.
•Stolen property was reported al Corvette Lanes at 438 pm.
Tuesday.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• An injury accident was reported on Roosevelt Road at 2:37 p.m.
Tuesday. A mailman was involved in the single-vehicle collision
and had a possible back injury. EMS, Murray Fire Department
and Calloway County Fire-Rescue also responded.
• A theft was reported on Lavender Street at 3:54 p.m. Tuesday.
A case was opened for theft by unlawful more than $300 from an
automobile.
• Vandalism was reported at the Pella Corp. guard shack at 11:05
p.m. Tuesday. A woman said the car she drove to work isn't the
car in the parking lot. The one there also had profanity written on
I

— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

S.

Sheriff alerts residents about
phone scam calls this week
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Callossay County Sheriff Larry Roberts said not disclosing any
personal information is the best defense to a recent telephone scam
several local residents have faced this week.
The sheriff's department has received four complaints of telephone scant attempts the past couple of days. Roberts said •
Wednesday morning. While they all differed slightly in the
approach. each scam unsuccessfully tried to prompt residents to disclosure personal information, such as hank account numbers.
"I want to warn people not togi‘e out anything over the telephone. especially Social Security numbers or any kind of hank
account or tax account numbers," Roberts said. "Unique numbers to
a particular person need to be guarded."
Roberts said one scam involved a caller claiming to be a representative from the resident's bank and saying extra money would be
deposited into the account if the account number was disclosed
because the resident had been such a good customer. Another scam
caller said if the resident sent a cheek for a small amount, a greater
amount would be deposited.
Account and Social Security numbers are entries into people's
financial Jives and to often become subject to false promises through
similar scams.
"Anything that sounds too.good to he true is in 99 percent of the
cases." Roberts said.
The sheriff encouraged anyone receiving calls involving any telephone scams to provide any information to his department. Roberts
said the types of scams change like the seasons, but information,
particularly- numbers that-shove-oft-ealky-iDs, can be helpful.
"This sort ot thing pops up every so often. It changes from one
thing to the next." Roberts said. adding that in the past door-to-door
scams have been a nuisance. "Right now it seems to be phone scams
are what's happening."

Photo provided
Recent sergeant graduates from 17 agencies include Murray Police Department's Det. Kendra Smith, fifth from left in
back row.

MPD Det. Smith is recent graduate
from Academy of Police Supervision
RICHMOND, Ky. — One Murray. Police high standard of expectation both for themDepartment officer was among the 20 who selves and those under their supervision.
graduated from the statewide Academy of
"In your position as sergeant. you will
Police Supervision Class 14.
learn that you are responsive to both the
MPD's Kendra Smith joined fellow offi- management of the department and to the
cers representing 16 other agencies in com- men and women under your immediate
pleting the Department of Criminal Justice supervision," Daly said."In your role as serTraining sergeant program.
geant, you need to set a very high example
"Most police officers remember their first in the areas of honesty. hard work, loyalty
sergeant," Fort Thomas.Chief Mike Daly and duty. As a leader you need to lead by
said as guest speaker for the graduation. "It example both on and off the job."
is very important for you as sergeants to
APS Class 14 speaker Brian Krueger
understand the enormous impact that you described the change the class experienced
will have on officers within your police while in the academy.
department."
"I initially thought we were here to
The APS, also referred to as the become better supervisors." he said. ''But I
sergeant's academy, is a three-week, 120- discovered that what it was we developed
hour training program for newly promoted into was not better supervisors, but better
sergeants or officers who are on their
agency's promotion list,
While in the course, students participate
- During the ceremony. Chief Daly in classes focusing on the role of a superviemphasized the importance of sergeants' sor, as well as leadership, resolving conflict,
ability to identify their own leadership managing diversity. monitoring officer perstrengths and style, but also to maintain a formance. professional image, legal issues

for supervisors, ethics, interpersonal communication, effective written communication, making decisions, solving problems,
managing critical incidents, public speaking,
emotional survival, budgeting. media relations and others.
The program includes reading and writing assignments and scenario-based exercises designed to enhance the students' ability
to perform at the supervisor's level in their
agencies. APS is hands-on, with as much
skill demonstration as classroom work.
The APS is a stepping stone to the
Criminal Justice Executive Development
program, which is a five-week advanced
leadership course offered once a year for
supervisors at Kentucky's small- and medium-size law enforcement agencies.
The APS held its first class in June 2003.
Since then. 14 classes have graduated from
the program. The recent graduates and their
Purchase Area departments include Larry
Alexander, Mayfield Police, and Brian W.
Krueger, Paducah Police departments.

Nature
preservation
group to
meet at MSU
-- The-Kentucky-Siam Nature
Preserves
Commission
tKSNPC-fwill conduct a quarterly public meeting on
Thursday. Oct. 13. at Murray
State University'. The meeting
will begin at 9 a.m. in the
Regional Special Events Center.
Murray Room.
Additional information is
available by calling 502-5732886.
KSNPC's mission is to protect Kentucky's natural heritage.
The commission inventories
Kentucky for significant natural
areas and protects the best
examples in a state nature preserve system.
The meeting facility is accessible to people with disabilities.
To make special arrangements.
eontact Leslie Isaman at
KSNPC by Friday.

Forecast
Tonight will be partly cloudy
with lows in the upper 40s.
Friday will he partly cloudy
with highs in the mid 60s, followed by mostly clear skies
Friday night and lows in the mid
40S.
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NOTICE
•The Murray Independent
Board of Education has
scheduled a special-called
meeting for 7 tonight in the
Murray Elementary School
library. On the agenda for the
meeting is an update on construction ' work at Murray
Middle School. consideration
of non-resident student contracts. along with personnel
and staffing recommendation
reports among other items.
Board members will meet with
members
of
Murray
Elementary School's Sitebased
Decision
Making
Council at 6 p.m. at the same
location to discuss issued
concerning elementary school
operations.
O The regular monthly
meeting of the Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District has
been changed to today at 7
p.m. at the water district
office. An agenda item is
opening bids for the Flint
Road project.
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.
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Winter storm leaves thousands without power in Montana, N.D.
By The Associated Press
BISMARCK, N.D. (AP) - An early
winter storm that blasted in from the
Rockies dumped heavy snow across'the.
region, knocking out power to thousands and forcing National Guard soldiers to rescue Stranded Motaists.
Up to 2 feet of snow had fallen by
Wednesday night in parts of North
Dakota, with winds gusting to 50 mph.
A blizzard warning was in effect
through today for the Devils Lake area
in the north-central part of the state. In
Wyoming, schools in a number of communities were either closed or delayed
because of snowfall and blackouts.
"It is, on our records, probably one
of the earliest ones, as far as our recorded history goes, in 126, 130 years," said
Sam Walker. a meteorologist with the
National Weather Service in Bismarck.
The snowfall caused trees to snap or
sag into power lines, sparking widespread outages. Blackouts were report-

ed in parts of eastern Montana and in
the Black Hills of South Dakota. At
least 11,000 customers were affected.
As much as II inches of snow had
fallen in southeastern Montana
Wednesday. Billings had received 10.8
inches, National -Weather Service meteorologist Tom Humphrey said.
The Montana Department of
Transportation said blowing and drifting snow contributed to the closure of
portions of two highways Jn eastern
Montana _ U.S. Highway_ 12 and
Interstate 94. Parts of 1-94 were also
closed in North Dakota.
"It's really treacherous — heavy,
deep snow. Visibility is just really poor.
It's so heavy that vehicles just can't push
through it," North. Dakota Highway
Patrol Capt. Mark Bethke said.
Ten National Guard °Idlers with
heavy equipment joined crews from the
state Transportation Department and the
Highway Patrol in rescuing stranded

Rapid City JournaNAP

Bo McCuan clears snow from his
pickup before moving it from
under a fallen tree branch in
Sturgis, S.D., Wednesday. Many
trees and branches gave way to
the heavy wet snow from the first
winter storm of the year in the
Northern Hills towns.
pet plc.
In Minot, a shelter also was set up at
an old armory. The Minot Air Force
Base required only essential personnel
to report for duty.
William Jordan, of Conway, N.C.,
spent Wednesday night at the Dickinson
State University student union, where
he and about 60 other people stranded
on buses for hours got hot meals, cots
and a free T-shirt, courtesy of university students.
"This place, North Dakota, is terrible, man," he said. "It's cold."

Band battle to benefit Ronald McDonald House

Students Donate to Camp

Photo provided

"A Spare Change" campaign was held among students at North Elementary School
with a total of $1,010 collected and presented to Camp Woodmen of the World.
Pictured, from left, front row. Cody Bergman, Cody Dumas, Dakota Parrish, Andrew
Anderson. back row. Emily Gaddie, counselor at North, Mark and Colleen Anderson,
camp directors. Margaret Cook, principal at North. Cindy Cleaver and Laura
rillornsbrough.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Eight area musical groups,
performing an assortinent of styles, will be performing
Friday, Oct. 7, at Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium.
during the Alpha Delta Pi Battle
of the Bands competition. The
!vent is a fund raiser to benefit
the Ronald McDonald House.
according. to Philanthropy team
members Erica Richie, Amanda
Hemmingway and
Mandy
Perkins.
Scheduled to appear are:
Cellar Door at 7:15 p.m.; From
Rise to Ruin at 7:35 p.m.:
Constant Frequency at 7:55
p.m.: The Dance-Tigators at
8:20, . p.m.; Fiat Lux at 8:40
p.m.: and Transparent at 9 p.m.
The admission to the event
will be $5 and the doors will
open at 6 p.m. Music will start at
7 p.m.
Each band will perform for
approximately IS minutes,
Richie said, with $300, $200
and $100 going to the top winners. The residential colleges
and other Greek organizations
are also .collecting soda tabs. A
contest will help to determine
which group collects the most.
"This is a first-time event,Richie commented. In pervious

years our big event has been a
Jell-O Slurp Off. but we are
Wanting-to raise more funds for
our philanthropy."
Jude blithe Battle of the
Bands will be Jumpin' Jason

Moore from Froggy Radio.
VISU Band Director Dr. John
Fannin and Maria Locklear, an
ADPi alum, it was reported.
Emily_ Christopher is the
Philanthropy Chair.

** Notice! **
NOW
8177-8 . . OPEN
Come visit us at our
New Location!
509 N.8th Street
(Corner of 8th & Arcadia)
On-display in our

HUGE new showroom:
•Sony Big Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
• Home Theater Systems
•Surround SoundiOutdoor

or residential phone. sound
and security systems.
Over 100 years of
combined experience'
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Outdoor Power Cord
sku .12325 2,
SALE 611"
sku
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Water Heater Blanket
Insulating Pipe Wrap
Faucet Cover
Heat Tapes

SKU *123100 Reg $4999

20% OFF
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3DAYS ONLY!
Vent-Free Fireplaces & Logs

m&s

Blue Flame
Heater

Black & Decker
Electric Leaf Blower

10
200
OFF

SKU 05003330

Select Group
M&S Communication
System

SO% OFF

$3999
Portable Light
woo

Driveway
Sealer

Crattmade Fans
UP 107BNMP • UP107ABOAK
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Pea $7799

SKU *17893

era ouna

S10 79
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$879
Boston Harbor

UP107BSWWB • Reg $9599
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44411111\114410111.

$mf999
Boston Harbor Fan
w/Light

Heaters
HB310 & NTK15A
Reg $2999

Greenlee
Meter Kit
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SKU *TK 30

Anti-Freeze
8 Person Luxury Spa
RV Gal.

;14

flush Mount 42 - SKU *206 Y034
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SKU *81003

SALE $29
" SALE

$1999

"Serving You Since 1955
With Duality Products
And Service You
Deserve"

oPQTZ • Reg

S899

SALE '5999 200
OFF
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SKU

SALE $2599
'299 $200 OFF
While Supplies Lastl
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SUPPLY COMPANY
Your Hardware, Electrical and Plumbing Professionals rte.
I

200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY • 270-753-3361
Hrs: NI-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.

Voted Calloway County's
Favorite
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Hardware Store
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What is
CASA?

AND WHo SAALL SAY
1CAWN ?2,

-TcoTIN/
A Ro0riNi
coNFRA

By MICHELLE L. GANTT
Calloway County CASA Director
The Court Appointed Special Advocates(CASA) program was
founded by Judge David Soukup in Seattle. Wash., in 1977. Judge
Soukup saw abused and neglected children in his courtroom and
had a vision.
"As judge, I have to make
tough decisions. I have to decide
This year, more
whether to take a child from the
than 150 children
only home he has ever known, or
leave him someplace where he
have entered the
might possibly be abused," h,
dependency,
"I need someone to tell me
hest for that child from the child's
neglect and abuse
- viewpoint. That's what CASA
court in Calloway
does."
County for the
CASA volunteers provide a
Vince for a child in a courtroom full first
time.
of strangers.
Unfortunately.
Bringing the voice of a child t, •
the ears of the court is a vernal&
number of
the
responsibility. This is the mission • •
neglected and
'ASA of Calloway County. Since
is inception in 1998, CASA of
abused
children
('alloway County has trained qua!,
lied community members to be v,•1 in this county is
unteer advocates for the neglect,'
only growing.
and abused children of Callo(A
County.
In 2004. there were 299 reports of child abuse and neglect in
Calloway County. Sixty cases were substantiated as abuse and! or
neglect.cases. This means that in 60 cases, the district judge found
that there was sufficient evidence presented to support the allegations ot abuse and/or neglect.
Not all cases of abuse or neglect begin as the result of a report
to the Cabinet for Families and Children. Many are brought by the
concerned relatives of the child(ret0. This year, more than 150
childrerrhave entered the dependency, neglect and abuse court in
oway county foil- he first time. Unfortunately-the number of neglected and abused children in this county is only growing. We
simply do not have enough volunteers for all of the neglected and
• abused children.
If you would like to become a CASA volunteur and help bring
the voice of a neglected or abused child to the ears the court.
please contact the CASA office at 761-0164 or email ca.sacc@'murra-k.net.
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The Duke of Earle
In the film "The Blues
Brothers," Elwood and Jake
claim they are on a "mission
from God." In a film Texas
prosecutor Ronnie Earle
allowed to be made of his
movements and thoughts leading up-to the grand.jury. indictment of former House Majority
Leader Torn DeLay, Earle
invokes the Bible and its teaching that the love of money is
"the root of all evil." Earle says
money in .politics is "the devil's
brew" and he claims his mission
is to "turn off the tap."
Earle's sermonizing in the
still-unfinished movie was
obtained by National Review
Online.
DeLay.- who says he will be

money.
DeLay
called
Earle's
action "prosecutorial
abuse."
Democrat
leaders
jumped on
DeLay in
Cal's
ways meant
Thoughts to
advertise
By Cal Thomas
their own
Syndicated
"virtue."
Columnist
House
Minority
Leader
Nancy Pelosi, California
Democrat, said DeLay represents a "culture of corruption"

Republicans elected to office
and to keep them there. When
Democrats did it effectively for
four decades, it was considered
good politics. When DeLay and
the Republicans do it. they are
Satan's servants. Earle apparently believes he has been "called"
U) stop them before they sin
again.
•
After several tries. Earle
finally succeeded in persuading
a Texas grand jury to indict
DeLay on charges he conspired
with two GOP operatives to
funnel corporate contributions
to Republican candidates for the
Texas legislature. which state
law prohibits. When the indictment was challenged by•
DeLay's attorney on grounds
that the conspiracy. law which
DeLay is alleged to have violated was enacted one_year after
the acts in question. Earle went
to a different grand jury. It gave
him the new indictments, charring DeLay with money laundering and conspiring to launder

- would set in on the
.
—Republicans."
I'm glad Pelosi has reintroduced the words "corruption"
and "shame" to the political
vocabulary. for who would
•know more about those subjects
than the Democrats, who
shamelessly defended the corruption of the last Democrat
president, William Jefferson
Clinton.
For those with short memories, the liberal Web page "The
Progressive Review" has chronicled them
(http://prorev.com/Iegacy.htm).
The Clinton administration
gave the country the only president ever impeached on
grounds of personal malfeasance: the highest number of
convictions and guilty pleas by
friends and associates; the highest number of cabinet officials
to come under criminal investigation; the highest number of
v.imesses to flee the country;
the highest number of witnesses
to die suddenly: the first president to be sued for sexual
harassment: the first president

-along-- geted for doing his-political job
exceedingly well. That job, in
Our Elected Officials
part, has been to get more
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
www.house goviwhiffield

Washington. D C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
www m.Punning @Punning senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington rf)

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail meivin henley@frc.ky.gov

•

Frankfort, Ky 40617
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankton, Ky. 40601
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Ronnie Earle
Travis County
nistrirt Atttorney

That strategy occasionally
acetified of rape: the first first
worked for Democrats in the
lady to come under criminal- - past. but not in a time of war.
investigation: the largest crimiThey'll have to do better than
nal plea agreement in an illegal
throwing around charges of corcampaign contribution case: the ruption. Ronnie Earle seems to
first president to establish a
have a personal and political
legal defense fund: the first
agenda. not only against Tom
president to be held in contempt DeLay, but against conservaof court: the greatest amount of
tives, be they Republicans or
illegal campaign contributions:
Democrats. He has had mixed
the greatest amount of illegal
results in court.
campaign contributions from
In defense attorney Dick
abroad.
DeGuerin, DeLay has one of
The compilation of the "sins" the state's best lawyers. Twelve
of the Clinton administration
years ago. DeGuerin lead the
(as Ronnie Earle in his role as
legal team that successfully
Fort Worth "evangelist" might
defended Sen. Kay Bailey
have put it goes on for eight
Hutchison. Texas Republican,
pages.
against corruption charges
Democrats think that by
• brought by Earle.
launching their vast left-wing
As for the valid criticism
political and media conspiracy
from many conservatives that
against Tom DeLay and Senate
DeLay and the Republican leadMajority Leader Bill Frist
ership have brelken their prom(whose sale of health care stock
ise to shrink the size, cost and
before its price fell is being
reach of big government (they
looked at by the Securities and
have), that's a subject for anothExchange Commission and fed- er column.
eral prosecutors) they will
elbow their way back into
power.
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Paid Obituary
0180
Olen Ilutez Beach, "Beach," as he was called by his grandchildren and great-grandchildren, was 92 years old when he passed
away of cancer at 2:40 p.m. on Sept. 30, 2003, in Michigan.
Beach drove a bus for the city of Dearborn for 30 years and v.as
a lifetime member of the Fraternal Order of the Masons.
He was predeceased by his father. Princess Eugene Beach, his
mother, Cora May Magness Beach, his wife, Ruby Odelte Trimble
Beach, daughter, Betty Kilpatrick, sons, Sherman and Donald
Beach, and grandsons, Larry Robinson and Ralph Beach, as well as
his brothers, Ohs, Hugh and Magness(Pete) Beach, and sister, Verna
Cope Lyons. He is survived by his daughter, Margaret Robinson, 13 grandchildren, 36 great-grandchildren, eight great-great-grandchildren and
many nieces and nephews.
A graveside burial service at Mt. Carmel Cemetery will be held
Saturday. Oct. 8, 2005, at 1 p.m. with the Rev. Waid Copeland officiating.
Friends are welcome to join the family for a luncheon after the
service. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
arrangements.

Tobacco
growers to
collect at
least $318
million
GREENSBORO, N:C.-(AFq Tobacco growers in 14 states
should be paid $318 million as
part of 1998's settlement
between states and cigarette
makers while litigation continues on whether the farmers are
entitled to more money, a judge
ruled Wednesday.
The tobacco companies
fought unsuccessfully in North
Carolina courts for a refund,
arguing that the compensation
due to farmers was overridden
by last year's passage of a $16
billion federal linyout of tobacco
quotas.
The quota allowed farmers to
grow a specific amount of tobacco and ended with the buyout. In
the farm economy, quotas added
value to land and were used as
loan collateral.
The decision of North
Carolina Business Court Judge
Ben Tennille means as much as
$125 million will be distributed
to about 80,000 farmers and
quota holders in North Carolina.
said John Ray Davis, executive
director of the state's certification board.
"They've been waiting a year
and half for this money," Davis
said. "It's going to be a shot in
the arm. They call us daily ask- ing about it."

HEARING TEST SET
FOR SENIORS
Free electronic hearing tests will be given
Wednesday 10/5, Friday 10/7, and Monday 10/10
1311 Johnson, Murray •9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
A factory-trained hearing instrument specialist will be
available to give these free tests at the address below.

Many styles of the
latest digital &
programmable hearing
instruments.

IN HOME TESTING
AVAILABLE &
AT NO CHARGE

Introducing...
Beltone CORUS //\\
Corus, Beltone's latest and most advanced digital product, is
designed to help you hear better in almost any environment.

.07
Ask Us Abi,ut
AP Photo

Donna! Frashuer braces as a wave crashes into the
cement platform she was standing on under a lifeguard
station on Ormond Beach Fla., as tropical storm Tammy
churned offshore Wednesday morning.

YOUR CHOICE
AUTC

Tropical Storm Tammy
blows ashore along the
north Florida coast
By RON WORD
Associated Press Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
- The center of Tropical Storm
Tammy came ashore in north
Florida on Wednesday after
skirting the coast and sending
heavy rain and gusty winds
toward Georgia and the
Carolinas.
The storm's center came
ashore near Mayport, home to a
major naval station about 15
miles east of Jacksonville. Byt
much of the worst weather
remained offshore. the National
Hurricane Center said.
At 11 p.m. EDT. Tammy's
winds had decreased to 40 mph.
The storm was moving northwest at about ,13 mph, and was
expected to swirl farther inland.
"We'll probably see most of
the brunt of the storm hitting the
southeastern coast of Georgia,"
meteorologist Chris Sisko said.
"They'll get some pretty squally
weather."
Tammy formed just off
Florida's east coast early
Wednesday. dropping rain into
north Florida and soaking parts
of Georgia and South Carolina.
As it tracked along the coast, the
worst of its weather remained
offshore, north and east of its
center.
"It does appear that heavy
rainfall from Tammy in Florida
is not going to unfold," Sisko
said.
A tropical storm warning was
in effect from Fernandina Beach
north to the Santee River in
South Carolina, meaning tropical storm conditions were
expected in those areas within
the next 24 hours. Tropical

storm-force winds extended outward up to 200 miles.
Tammy was expected to
dump 3 to 5 inches of rain over
southeast Georgia,eastern South
Carolina and southeastern North
maximum
with
Carolina.
amounts of 8 to 10 inches, the
National Hurricane Center said.
The rain will not be entirely
unwelcome: Parts of the
Carolinas have been suffering
from drought.
But at Jacksonville Beach.
the
lamented
businesses
approach of another tropical.
storm. Seven hurricanes have
brushed past or hit Florida in the
last 14 months, including three
this year.
Tourists and business people
canceled reservations with the
approach of the storm, said Eric
Fort, general manager of the Sea
Walk Hotel. He estimated business is off 75 percent from this
time last year, a triple whammy
from the economy, gas prices
and fear of the storm.
"It has a lot to do with
Katrina," he said. Hurricane
Katrina struck south Florida as a
Category 1 storm on Aug. 25.
four days before it deyastated
Louisiana and Mississippi as a
Category 4.
Tammy is the 19th named
storm cif the Atlantic hurricane
season, which began June 1 and
ends Nov. 30. This season is tied
for the second-busiest since
record-keeping started .in 1851;
19 storms also formed in 1995
and 1887. The record for tropical storms and hurricanes in one
year is 21, set in 1933.

Farmers Helping
Farmers
CORN • SOYBEANS • WHI FE CORN

iCnb
IV Grain Company

Th.irmond
INSURANCE .1 INVESTMENTS
ALL:,'ATE A(1614:r

NTH 12TH ST. SUITE C
• MURRAY. KY 42071
Call for info: 70 11170
112

Corus Specialfeatures:
Investments Since 1854...
Our best inresiment is put.

"Rapid Wide Dynamic Range

• STOCK MARKET
prices as ot 9 a.m. REPORT

'Advanced Speech Pattern Detection

Dos Jones Ind. Ai g.10.333.53 +16.17
;4.80 4.21
Air Products
19_10 +0.07
AT&T
18.23 +0.06
BB&T
26.01 - 0.10
Bell South
13.34-0.21
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol NIvers Squibb....23.23 +0.06
CC.23 + 0.99
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 60.60 -1.44
;2.07 -0.49
Daimler Chrvsler
17.90 -0.09
Dean Foods
-18.53 -0.42
9.44 +0.02
Ford Motor
13.27 +0.59
General Electric
.28.91 +0.28
General Motors
GlasoSmithKline ADR 51.69+0.74
42.98.021
Goodrich
14.47 41.10
Goodvear
15.70 15.94
llopFed Bank* ....._
80.08+0.26
1 11 51
23.96 -0.11
Intel
.20.07 4.17
mger
16.41 +0.14
Mattel
.32.60-0.25
51cDonalds
27.44 +0.55
Merk
.24.65 -0.02
Microsoft
46.71+1.74
J.C. Pennev.
Pepsico. Inc. ..... ...._ 57.61 +0.36
24.82 4.02
Pfizer, Inc
-0.14
Regions Financial
21.00 4.04
Schering-Plougb
Sears Holding Corp ....123.S8 +0.46
+0.10
Time Warner
US Bancorp--...--._.27.79 4.09
UST.---- ...--40.2.5 -0.02
4.65
Wal-Mart ........................44.31 4.81
Court Scrums. Munn's, KY 42071
270-753-3366 • 500-444-1864
Hours 500 a m -5:00 p.m. M-F
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Call for price quotes!

832-5347 • 527-5283 • 205-0576
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Helps ensure sounds and voices are comfortable and natural.
Designed to minimixe disturbance from background sounds.

'Active Feedback Cancellation

Gives you a more powerful and comfortable hearing experience
and makes it easy to use the telephone.

'Silencer System

Reduces low-level noises like those from
computers, fans and refrigerators.

Why pay for a hearing instrument you have
never heard of when a Beltone costs no more.

$700 TRADE IN $1000 OFF
TRADE UP TO THE NEW
I
BELTONE DIGITAL
I

BeltoneTM Digital System

Beltone

you tired of constantly adjusting your heanng aid I
I inAreorder
to hear more comfortably"

I

Meet Beltone Digital!

I
I

models and six types of digital circuitry means SMART
I Six
LISTENING. automatically adapting to varying sound levels
room to room, automatically. Receive up g
as you move

Coupon cannot be combined with any
other offer. Prior sales excluded.

from

I to S700 credit towards the List Price of any Beltone Digital I
•=11

i=111141118111

UNIMMINFAent

\MIAOW
10.
‘114'
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Expires 1 CV10/05

&tone®

Our Staff Has Over 100 Years of Combined Experience
Phone 753-9558 or Toll Free 1-866-773-4327
Hearing Aid Service • Center for Hearing Excellence
Serving You Since 1942
1311 Johnson • Murray, Kentucky
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Murray Main Street will
have 'Arts on the Square

Wedding

Creative Arts

Murray Main Street will have "Arts on
the Square" on the downtown Murray court.
square on Saturday from 7:30 a.m. to I
p.m..
Members of the Murray Art Guild will
be present to give demonstrations on wood
burning by Ken Kietzke. wood carving by
Bryan Warner,spinning by Mary Cate, weaving by Sallie Guy, paper making by Denise
Knoebel, painting by Mary Furman, weaving by Chuck Ehrsam, and Ellen Wirsig,
lo's
artist.
Datebook fiber
are invited to attend to come
Children
By Jo Burkeen
imagination to create arts
their
use
and
Community
art, still lie drawings, jewand
ins
projects
Editor
drawings and pumpChaulk
making,
elry
kin decorating.
For more information call 759-9474.

seminar
IMP Chapter will host
host a free leadership

Pti,tu provided
Norma Paschall and Sue Miller, members of the
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
show a $100 check from the department that was
donated to victims of the recent Tsunami devastation.
The department challenges other departments to also
give to victims of more recent disasters in the United

seiniMurray Chapter of IAAP will
on
Leadership"
Extreme
L.E.A.P.
Radical
The
ng% titled
Oct. 17 at 5:15 p.m. in the parish hall of St. Leo Catholic
Church. Interested office professionals. administrators, managers, assistants, students, etc., are all invited to attend. Light
refreshments will be served. Registration is requested. For more
information and to register, call Kay Hays CAP at 762-2234
or 3-mail at kay.hays@murraystate.edu.

States.

meet
Mother to Mother Group to
breastfeeding

BirtliAnnouncements
Cole Wayne Chancellor

Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Hill

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wayne Chancellor of Holland Road.
Benton, are the parents of a daughter. Cole Wayne Chancellor, born on Friday. Aug. 26, 2005. at 8:19 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 6 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Lara Koym. A sister is Allison Chancellor.
Grandparents are Ray and Darla Koyin of Benton and Greg
and Sherrel Chancellor of Olive.
Great-grandparents are Kenneth and Evalyn Starks of Benton and a great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Anela Darnel of
Murray

Corban Jackson Henshaw
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Henshaw
II of Lowes -Drive. Murray.
are the parents of a son, Corban Jackson Henshaw, born on
Monday. Sept. 5, 2005. at.10
a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center. Mayfield.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
4 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the fernier Amber Flood.
Marilyn Florid of Murray aiid—
Jackie and Beth Henshaw of
Vienna. Ill.
Great-grandparents are Lillian Prescott and Frances Fltxxl.
both of Murray. Annie Fowler
of St. Genevive: Mo..-and Dean
Corbin Jackson Henshaw
Henshav. of Vienna. III.

Ella Monico Wagner
Mike and Mitzi Wagner of
Enterprise. Ala.. are the parents of a daughter. Ella Monico Wagner. born on Frida.
Aug. 26, 2005. at Flowers Hospital. Dothan, Ala.
•
•
•

•

•

•

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:•

The bab. weighed 6 pounds
15 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former NI itti Anderson. Two brothers are Hayden. 5. and Landen. 3.
Grandparents are Jimmy and
Carolyn Anderson of Murray.
Ed and Peg Wagner of Dubuque.
Iowa. and David and Betty
Merkes of Worthington, Iowa.

Ramie Elizabeth Rye (Beth) and Mickey Allen Hill were
married Saturday. Aug. 13, 2005, at Highland Hills Baptist
Church. Fort Thomas.
The bride is the daughter of Gary and Pam Rye of Alexandria. She is the granddaughter of Hoyt and Laverne Rye of
Hamilton, Ala., and Ila Milam and the late 'Edwin Milam of
Lewisburg.
The groom is the son of Billy and Betty Burkeen of Dexter and Mitchell and Joyce Hill of Benton. He is the grandson of the late Ishmael George and Mary Roberts of Florida.
and Nadene Hill and the late Arvin Hill of Dexter.
Music was provided by Chris Welch. pianist.
The bride wore a white sleeveless v-neck gown with a
dropped back, and sweep train. She carried a bouquet of purple hydrangeas and peonies.
The maid of honor was Brandy Acree. Lexington. and the
matron of honor was Jennifer Rye. sister-in-law of the bride,
Hopkinsville.
Bridesmaids were Tamara Schweitzer, Cincinnati, Ohio, Lindsey Siroky. sorority-sister. Jackson. Tenn.. Kim Webster, Union.
and Liz Young and Maddeline Young, both of Lexington
The bridesmaids wore kiwi green strapless, tea length gowns,
with a single white ribbon detail on the waist. They carried
bouquets orpurpie-Wdrangea.s.
The flower girl was Mallory Graves. niece of the groom.
Murray.
The best man was Casey Fisk, Taylor Mill.
Groomsmen were David Rye. brother of the bride. Hopkinsville. Bill Pilgram. Hebron, Trevor Parker, stepbrother of
the groom. Murray. Clint Bell. Taylor Mill, Jeffrey Stenger.
Covington. and Chris Kays. EdgewoOd.
The ring bearer was Mason Rye, nephew of the bride, of
Hopkinsville.
The couple departed from the church in a red Corvette.
owned by the bride's father.
The reception was held at The Point Pavilion in Covington.
Tables were decorated with white linen tablecloths and centerpieces of purple. blue and green hydrangeas in silver buckets.
The bride is a 1997 graduate of Russellville High School.
and a 2001 graduate of the University of Kentucky. The groom
is a 1992 graduate. of Calloway County High School and a
1999 graduate of Murray State University.. They are presently
teaching at Dixie Heights High School in Edgewood.
The couple presently resides in Hebron.
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Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade

will be having their
41

•
•

Maggie Snyder
& Joe Laird

October 8, 5:30 a.m.-10 a.m.

•
•

•

Margo Anderson
& Jody Jones

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

g.

Cost $5.00 Per Person
Location 121 North & Johnny Robertson Rd.

Courage is
being afraid
but going
on anyhow.
-Dan Rather

2allailligini29099010,2011-clittial

•

Mary Kay Howard
& Brandt Bowden
•

COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST

i Saturday,EVERYONE WELCOME

Dava Winebarger
& Micah Miller,

Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd

•
•
•
•

You Are Invited To Attend Our

G
* OSPEL MEETING
at

tht'

•

Miriam Rogers
& Jason Hill

•

Coldwater Church of Christ
8467 State Route 121 N., Murray, KY.
(Located about 8 miles west of Murray)

Kelle Pardue
& Adam Grogan

•

Friday,Saturday & Sunday
October 7-9, 2005

Katie Alcott &
Michael Wright
Katie Stout
& Kory Cunningham

•

SPEAKER: Jim Dearman

•

•
•

TIME: Friday & Saturday 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Services; 9:30 & 10:15 a.m., and 7:30 p.m.

•
•

Fridal Reeiktrvf &jitts •
•

L'euvrosity Square • 12414 54.
7140-2100
Mondar-Frida. 10-S.
Saturdav 10-2
•

•

moms,
Mother to Mother, a support group for
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library,
Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms,
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
call Tiffany Bougher at 436-5657.

Heartwalk promotion planned

The Murray Bank is sponsored a promotion for the American Heart Association. Tickets will be sold for $1 for one or
six for $5 for the winner of a gift basket containing gift certificates from seven local restaurant%411 proceeds will go to
The Murray Bank American Heartwal0k.am.

Buchanan book-signing at library

Local author Henry Buchanan will have a book-signing and
question-and-answer Session on his recently published book.
-Terror! Terror! & Tom Walker Two" on Friday from 6 to 7
p.m. at the Calloway Public Library.

Battle of Bands competition

Alpha Delta Pi of Murray State University will sponsor a
"Battle of the Bands" competition on Friday at 7 p.m. at the
Murray State University Lovett auditorium. Admission is $5.
Proceeds will go to the Ronald McDonald House.

Beta Club collecting coats
Murray -High—Sehoot-Beta -Club -is- collecting coats during
the month of October for people who are in need. Anyone
who has a coat in good condition that they do not need is
welcome to bring it to the front office of MHS. The coats
could also be brought to Jill Herndon's room if one desired.
The coat drive started Wednesday and will continue through
Oct. 28.

Breakfast planned Saturday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will have
its country ham breakfast on Saturday from 5:30 to 10 a.m.
at the lodge hall, located on Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Robertson Road North. Tickets are $5 each.

Toy Run will be Saturday
The 15th annual Toy Run will be Saturday at noon at the
Wal-Mart parking Lot. This is sponsored by the KMA/KBA
District #7 and Bikers of Calloway County. Admission will be
a toy or donation for the children of Calloway County. All
vehicles are welcome.

Presbyterians plan fish fly

•

Beth (Lewis) Miller
& Mark Miller

0
eu

LUNCH SERVED FOLLOWING MORNING WORS
A Warm Welcome Awaits You
Cottle Bririg_Keur Bible and Hear God's Word Preached.

First Presbyterian Church. 16th and Main Streets. Murray.
will have a fish fry on Saturday from 3 to 6 p.m. Served will
be Kentucky Lake catfish, hush puppies, white beans. cole
slaw, iced tea, lemonade and desserts for $6 for adults. $3 for
children 6 to 12. and free to under 6. Proceeds will go toward
the building fund..

Aurora festival starts Friday
The 28th annual Aurora Country Festival will start Friday
and continue through Sunday. The theme for the Saturday
parade will be "Yesteryear" with prizes for the best parade
entries. Also featured will be crafts and flea market booths,
food and drinks, live demonstrations of local artisans and their
talents, honey and sorghum made by local producers, and
favorite games including Bingo. Over 25 children's games will
be featured. A talent contest will be Friday evening with cash
prizes in all divisions and age groups. A handcrafted quilt with
matching shams and a cash prize will be given away. Skip
and his Hillbilly Express Trolley will be available for transportation to and from the events.

Civil Way Days planned
The 15th annual Civil War Days will start Friday at 5 p.m.
and continue through Sunday at Columbus-Belmont State Park.
Columbus. Special events have been, planned for all three days.
The 52nd Regimental String Band will perform throughout the
weekend and at the Civil War Ball from 8 to 10 p.m. Saturday. A camp meeting will be at 8:30 a.m. Sunday with Chaplain Capt. Alan Farley preaching followed by a memorial
service at 10 a.m. at the Columbus Cemetery. For more information call the Columbus State Park at 1-270-677-2327.

The

SIMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Ilan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
plans available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retiremerit'benefits to your emplcnees_

JtL
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LIn issuRA
F THE
WOODMEN
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HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, SERRA SKA
www.woodzoinhoost

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Debt*
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197
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LBL programs planned
for the coming week

Overbey Retires From MCCH After 31 Years

GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Land Between the Lakes has
released information about programs for the coming week.
The Homeplace. Nature Station, Golden Pond Planetarium
and Elk & Bison Prairie are
open daily.
"Deep Impact-Rendezvous
With a Comet" will be shown
at noon Monday through Friday, and lo a.m. and 2 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday; "Ring
World" at 2 p.m. Monday
though Friday and 11 a.m. and
3 p.m. Saturday and Sunday:
and "Kentucky Skies" at I p.m.
Saturday and Sunday, all at
Golden Pond Planetarium.
Events at Nature Station will
be "1 Wish 1 Were a Naturalist" from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.

and "Miniscule Monsters" at
1:30 p.m. on Saturday; "Fun
Fall Games" at 1:30 p.m. Sunday: "Columbus Day Hike" at
1:30 p.m. 'Monday: and 'RedWolf' programs on Wednesday
and Friday.
Events at The Homeplace
will be Dressed for Success
from I to 3 p.m. Saturday and
Did they Really Have that? from
2 to 3 p.m. Sunday.
Also on Sunday from noon
to 4 p.m. "Processing Pig Iron"
will be given by the 1131 staff
at.the Great Western Furnace
near The Homeplace. They will
tell the story of the furnace
and explain the process of iron
production and what the iron
industry meant to this area in
the 19th century.

Genealogical Society
Photo provided

Recently, Nancy Overbey was honored at a tea celebrating her retirement from Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Overbey gave 31 years to MCCH, working in Food Service. During her tenure, she came in every day at 5 a.m. to
ensure that the patients and residents received a hot breakfast. Overby is active in the Hazel Women's Club and
with church. She has a daughter, Hope. Pictured with Overbey are members of the Food Services Department at
MCCH; Anne Newberry, the Director of Food Services; and her daughter, Hope.

Fourth Graders Receive Dictionaries

Photo provided

Ruth Cole, program chairman for Calloway County
Genealogical Society inspects the Civil War memorabilia at Fort Donelson National Park to plan a visit for
the program. The next meeting of the Society will be
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. in the Calloway County Public
Library Annex. The program theme for the year is
"Searching for Your Roots, Methods and Tools." Topic
for the Saturday program will be "Developing a Family
History. " Newly elected officers will assume their
duties. A report of Lynn Grove-Harris Grove Family
History book sales will be given. A few copies are available and would be excellent gifts. Program plans for
the year will also be distributed.
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Photo provided

Murray
David Balthrop, Yvonne Vogt and Tung Dinh of the Murray Rotary Club presented the fourth graders at
Middle School with dictionaries provided by the Murray Rotary Club.

Dinner and auction planned
M.AYFIELD, Ky. — The tirst
Boy Scouts of America Wild
Game Dinnner and Live Auction will be Oct. 27 at 7 p.m.
at First Presbyterian Church.
303 West Broadway, Mayfield.
The dinner and auction.
sponsored by Modern Woodmen
of America, will be an evening
of sampling wild game. bidding on many sportsman and

local items, listening to local
sportsman guest speaker, hearing what Scouting is doing for
the community, and.an opportunity to support Scooting financially.
Tickets for the event are
$20 (non-refundable) and only
100 tickets are available.
For tickets. contact Greg
Fuller, Modern Woodmen of

American,.732 Paris Rd., Mayfield, phone 1-270-247-6644:
or Eric Black, Boy Scouts of
America, 1-270-554-5857.
For more information on and
to join scouting in the area.
go our website and visit
http://www.freeweps/cpfindianmounds then click on "Join
Scouting.

A single
conversation
with a wise
man is better
than ten
years of
study. -Chinese Proverb

Gospoi
Meeting

fall

P.m

October 7-9, 2005
Friday, 7:00 p.m. - Kevin Williams
Walnut Grove Church of Christ minister

Saturday, 7:00 p.m. - John Dale
Glendale Road Church of Christ minister

Sunday,10:00 a.m. - Charley Bazzell
University Church of Christ minister

Sunday,10:45 a.m. - josh Herndon
Union Hill Church of Christ minister

"[ESSENTIAL DAY 5PA
'MASSAGE THERM') 'FACIALS • HAIRCARF
•SUGARING 'MANICURES AND PUN( URES
•AROMATHERAM •Born WRAPS •GFI NAIIS
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
An

Named One of America's Fastest Growing Catinis

AV EDA

Mon.-Thurs. 9-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat. 8-2
1307 Johnson Blvd. • Murray • 270-767-0760

-nncept Salon

Accepting New Patients

Sunday, 2:00 p.m. - Gary Hill

Phillip Mapper. M.D.

Lebanon Church of Christ minister
There will be dinner on the grounds
(Pot Luck)after the Sunday 10:45 a.m.
service. All are invited to participate.
The 2:00 p.m. worship will be the final
service ot the day Do plan to be with u•

- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required -

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST

Cal for Appointment(270) 759-4811

2081 Poor farm Rd., Murray, KY

kthinz
Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray

300 South 8th Street - Suite 301E - Murray, kY 42(171

CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS
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S.

ACCE

RATE

YOUR SPEED OF BANKING.
WITH CASH. CREDIT OR DEBIT. Personally, we like them all
And from a business standpoint, we've got them all For your personal accounts or

r-

for business accounts (of any size), Heritage Bank

al
r-

your accounts, loan you money, provide you
competitive credit cards and convenient debit
cards for you and your employees. You choose
the product or service, we make it quick and easy.
We're in the business of banking at the speed of life!

HERITAGEBANK
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
753-7921
210 NORTH 12TH STREET •
MURRAY. Kin7uc4v 42071

YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.
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Senate votes to impose restrictions on treatment of detainees
By LIZ SIDOTI
Associated Press Whter
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Republican-controlled Senate
voted
overwhelmingly
Wednesday to impose restrictions on the treatment of terrorism suspects, delivering a rare
wartime rebuke to President
Bush.
Defy-ing the White House,
senators voted 90-9 to approve
an amendment that would prohibit the use of "cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment" against anyone in U.S.
government custody, regardless
of where they are held.
The amendment was added to
a $440 billion military spending
hill for the budget year that
began Oct. I.
The proposal, sponsored by
Sen. John McCain, also requires
all service members to follow
'procedures in the Army Field
Manual when they detain and
interrogate terrorism suspects.
Bush administration officials
say the legislation would limit
the president's authority and
nexibility.in war.
But lawmakers from each
party have said Congress must
provide U.S. troops with clear
standards for detaining, interrogating and prosecuting terrorism
suspects in light of allegations of
mistreatment at Guantanamo
Ray and the abuse scandal at
kbu Ghraib prison in Iraq.
"We demanded . intelligence
without ever clearly telling our
troops what was permitted and
w hat was forbidden. And when
things went wrong, we blamed
them and we punished them,"
said McCain. a prisoner of war
in Vietnam.
"Our troops are not served by
ambiguity. They are crying out
tor clarity_and Congress cannot
shrink from this duty," said
McCain. R- Ariz.
The Senate was expected to
vote on the oyerall spending bill
hy weeks'. end. The Houseappro.ed version of it does not
include the detainee provisions.
It is unclear how much support
the measure has in the GOP-run

shows how reluctant some lawmakers are to give him
unchecked wartime power as the
conflict in Iraq drags on and
U.S. casualties mount. It also
comes as the president seeks to
show strength after weeks in
which his approval rating plummeted, with Americans questioning the direction of the war,
the sluggish federal response to
Hurricane Katrina and the
upsurge in gas prices.
Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska,
said he was concerned that
McCain's legislation could inad-

venently endanger the lives of
people who work in classified
roles. He said he hoped to fix the
potential problems during negotiations with the House.
"There are some changes that
have to be made if we are going
to be faithful to those people
who live in the classified
world," Stevens said.
Also pending is an amendment by Sen. Lindsey Graham,
R-S.C., that would distinguish
between a "lawful enemy combatant" and an "unlawful enemy
combatant." His proposal would

1V°off

put into law the procedures for
prosecuting them at the Navy's
Guantanamo Bay prison in
Cuba.
Former Secretary of State
Colin Powell, a retired four-star
Army
general,
endorsed
McCain's effort.
"The world will note that
America is making a clear statement.with respect to the expected future behavior of °lir soldiers. Such a reaction will help
deal with the terrible public
diplomacy crisis created by Abu
Ghraib," Powell said in a letter

that McCain read on The Senate
floor.
Republican supporters say
that U.S. troops interrogating
terrorism suspects do not know
which techniques are allowed.
"We have let the troops down
when it comes to trying to give
them guidance in very stressful
situations," said Graham, an Air
Force judge for 20 years.
But Sen. Jeff Session's; RAla., said the legislation is
unnecessary. "We do not have a
system of systematic abuse of
prisoners going on by our

United States military," he said.
The White House has said
Bush advisers would recommend the president veto the
entire bill over the legislation.
But a veto is considered highly
unlikely given that Bush' has
never used that power.
Also, scrapping a measure
that provides money for pay
raises, benefits, equipment and
weapons for troops while the
country is fighting wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan would open the
president to a flood of criticism.

all in-stock
26' Electric Fireplace
Systems. Discount
taken on individual
items at register

--toer,mi,e41.hot

$297

THERMAL a A

"VA

R-13

i

26" Traditional
Electric Fireplace
•Patented realistic flame
technology *Rolling ember
bed •1315W heater with
2 settings 0219615

3-1/2" Thick x 15" Wide Faced
R-13 Insulation
•40 sq ft roll "Ideal for insulating exterior
walls, or any small project around the house
*Helps control noise *13235

Other Mantel styles
available. See store for
details

C$75 Rebate

Oak Wall Mantel
12204n,
$247
White Cottage Mantel
#106292
$267
Oak Corner Mantel
$297
*220506(shown)

:7=•••-,•—•

Mantel and Fireplace
sold seperately,

a

with the purcrese of $249 or more of
all Owens Corning insulation Offer good
through 11/19/05. See store for details

$19
Energy Star 5 + 2 Day Thermostat
"Programmable "Up to 33% year round
savings on energy costs "Compatible with
most furnaces and cooling systems "Fitter
monitor *Up opening door for easy reverence
to instructions •2-stage low battery warning
*126338

Iiilose

IlOweter. Rep. John Murtha
Pennsylvania. the top
I )einoc rat on the House
\ppropriations subcommittee
on &tense. is supporting
, legislation. Murtha
jould pioye a poss erful ally.
ni-Tutia
itie'cl to reconcile differ- .
ences in their bills.
1 he confrontation by memhers it the president's own party
it

32"W x 115`11 it) Series Vinyl Window
waintenance-free "Limited lifetime warranty "Screen included
"Dual locks help seal out drafts and improve energy efficiency
*Provides ventilation for basement applications
*130215

Draft Iraqi
constitutions
distributed
to voters
\GIII)A1). Iraq
hams Ii id. began picking up
.pies of the tiralt ciinstitution
'hat the!. so. ill site on nest week,
iticr the count' 's Shnte-led
.i.n1faftlent ended a hitter dispute
it h Sunni legislators about
the referendum w illbe conMftted.
.1 Ake other Iraqis. Latina
I flit ah picked up her copy at the
small shop Where she presents
•liet tation card in south Baghdad
cacti month to get gov ernmcnttihsidi,ed tood for her family.
'We are going to read the
iiatt constitution. If we like it,
we will vote yes. It we don't,
we'll say no.- said Dhyab.
Under 11.S. and U.N. preY.sure, parliament on Wednesday
reversed its last-minute electoral
law changes. which would hate
ensured passage orthe new constitution in the (kg. 15 reterenJuni. but which the United
\alums called unfair.
Sunni Arab leaders who had
threatened a bOycoit because of
the changes said they were satisfied w mihWedni...day's reversal
And ale now mobili/ing todefeat
the charter at the polls. But some
warned they could still call a
boycott to protest major U.S.
offensive. launched over the
is in western Iraq.
past
\ suicide car bomb, meanhilt', hit a pollee patrol near the
Ministry. killing nine Iraqis
and wounding nine, and a roadside bomb hit a U.S. Army
patrol in Baghdad. killing ont
soldier, the military said.
The attack raised to at least
i'.944. the number of U.S. military who hate died since the
beginning of the Iraq war in
March 2003. according to an
Associated Press count.

$4497

Column Wrap
'Installs easily on poles up to 4" in diameter •Solid Red
Oak *Ready to stain or paint "Cap and base sold separately
•Wrap,'cap and base shown #89508

May be Special Order in some stores.

DISCOVER GREAT
VALUES
5 DAYS ONLY! OCTOBER 6-10

ii

YOUR ONE-STOP, ONE-STORE SOLUTION FOR
COLUMBUS DAY WEEKEND VALUES.

A

ofik

HITACHI

$169
•

each

r_17.P.911.1.9 $349 HMIS
each

$115 each

16-Gauge Finish Nailer
*Uses 1'-2'- 1 " x 16-gauge
tinisn nails "Tool-less depth
adjustment t29721

1" x 2" x 8 Furring Strip
*04511

2" x 4" x

l's 3" x8' *04512 91.59
2" x 2" x 8' *04513 $1.97

8' Treated

27

0 per sq. ft.

24" a 48" x 5/8" Textured
Ceiling Panel
"Class-A fire retardant
•5-year limited warranty
•80 so tt per Garton *12361

now

now

$2497

$128 M $2490 coxit,..90.

was S29.97
Holmes Oscillating
Heater Fan
"Compact design •2 heat
settings *33798

was $1443

25 Pint, 4.9 Amp
Dehumidifier
•Adiustable humidistat •5 yr
limited warranty 0224131

EVERYDAY

LOW PRICES
GUARANTEED

" vou Kamen to /WV a Owe, pnoe
on the denhcall sem* Item el any loco,
a4at combellor and recede
contonot,on of teat proce *el
mete,it and told thew once by in
alaftnel 117%

3-Pack

Ground Fault
Circuit Interrupter
"3-wire grounding, 15-amp. 125 volt
*Available in White, Ivory and Almond
*136426. 136409. 209353

750

$54 it)

'Closed-cell polyethylene
foam "3/8' thick wall
*24421

100-Amp Workshop
Panel Kit
"Includes main breaker
•12 spaces •24 circuits
*214802

each
6' x 1/2" Bulk Tubular
Pipe Insulation

$
84 1/A HP
Sump Pump
*Grounded plug •115V
*Submersible sump •14" basins
•12-month warranty from date
of installation 025773

$997
Doti:I Air Filter with
Two Layers of Filtration
•1 per package
"Merv rating of 11

For the Lowe's nearest you, call
1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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•Talents ...
From Front
vided assistance to us. The people in this community have
shown us so much support and
have helped us get our lived
back together.
"They truly care and you can
feel that the people in this community are doing it from the bottom of their hearts."
Johnson, who is settling . in
Murray with Joyce and their
John,
Brandon,
children,
Larrisha along with his sister

Louise and mother Lucy, began
working at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital in the food
services department in midSeptember. An employes at
MCCH noticed Johnson's culinary skills and told him about
Johnson was
the position.
pleased to be given the opportunity.
"I have no idea What happened to my store," said
Johnson. "The worst thing
about this whole experience is
losing everything you have and

starting over. But the burden of Nev. Orleans truly upset him.
"Only about,I0 percent of the
has been removed for me and
my family because the people people in New Orleans were
here are helping my family start doing wrong by. looting,- said
Johnson. "Most were waiting
over and better ourselves.'
Leonard is doing a fine job, for help.. The people in New
he has such a great personality, Orleans needed food and supand skills, and has just fit right plies, so breaking in was the
it.in," said Anne Newberry, direc- .way
- to do
. Johnson knows that his future
tor of food service at MCCH.
"We are glad to welcome hint to is looking bright, and wishes'the
same .for New Orleans. He
our team at MCCH."
Losing his store and his hopes that in the future, that the
native city is hard, but the cover- city and the government are betage by the media of the people ter prepared for the disaster.

"The government should
have made the evaouation
in
two
days
mandatory
athance," he said. "The government knew that there was a high
number of itople without transr
-Aey should have
so
ponation, planned better. I can't be resentful about the situation because
the Bible tells me not to. but
next time local leaders need to
have a better plan.
"Hopefully they will rebuild
and it will be better than
before."

LOWE'S
$3997

Improving Home Improvement

42" Cheshire Ceiling Fan
*Bright brass finish •15 year warranty •5 reversible oak/mahogany ciades iiir,mJdes griii kit
*Also available in antique brass and white finishes 053431, 154855, 53453

SAVE ENERGY. SAVE MONEY.

shop•vac
$9996

FREE How-To Clinics featuring information
on Appliances, Home Sealing, Lighting,
Energy-Saving Products, and much more.

16-Gallon Vac with Built-In Water Pump

Saturdays in October, 1:00pm

*Unique Pump-Out Feature turns your wet/dry vacuum into a pump
•Pumps up to 50 .20 power cord *Up to 50% Quieter operation than
comparable wet/dry vacs .195953

° sq ft
98
Surface Source- Laminate
.7.60" wide planks laminate

•Sold in 25 8 sq. ft. carton
•10-year limited wear warranty
060487

$298 s, ft

$178

sq ft
3" Engineered Auburn Red
Oak Flooring

[1:1

2-1/4" Gunstock Oak Strips Flooring
•Sold in 20 sq ft carton •15-year finish warranty
.79310
Selection may vary by market.

• old in 15 sq. ft. carton
•20-year limited wear-through
warranty .87801 . 88011, 88032

'
N.-r•fr

$48

ore.% tio.ali •

'ACE

$373

$67

each
48" Sliding Mirror Door

•Gold finish frame .Safety backed
mirror *Limited lifetime warranty
0102857
60" Mirror Door .102858

$68

72" Mirror Door 0102859

$88

-----11111111111r, -

sq ft
5" Naturally Simple Locking
Hardwood Flooring

Any Size 6-Panel Pine
Interior Door Slab

FRANKI-ORT. K. (AP) legislators on
Democratic
Wednesday renewed their criticism of the growing legal bill for
the Fletcher administration's
response to the personnel investigation of Attorney General
Greg Stumbo's office.
The potential cost could rise
above $I million with contracts
already in place and a new one
revealed to the Government
Contract Review Commipee on
Wednesday.
Sen. Ernesto Scorsone, DLexington. said the contracts are
for what appear to be overlapping work, with one law firm
overseeing the production of emails, then another reviewing
them for content before turning
them over to investigators.
Prosecutors have complained as
recently as this week many of
the electronic records subpoenaed as long ago as May have
still not been turned over.
"I just think this is an incredible waste of taxpayers money,"
Scorsone said.
Legislators also targeted the
latest contract. with Goldberg
and Simpson of Louisville. hired
by the Personnel Cabinet.
The contract replaces one
with Landrum and Shouse,
whose lead attorney, Kent
Westberry, was hired by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher to represent him
personally:
Lawnialters said it was wrong
for the state to be paying
Westberry to gather information,
then he leaves to represent
Fleteher.
"They take that knowledge
and information with them,"
said Rep. Jesse Crenshaw_ DLexington.
The committee split along
party lines on the contract, with
all Republicans voting for it and
all Democrats against. But under
review rules, the contract stays
in place even though it was not
-approved by-the-patieir--

68C ft

•Sold in 12 sq. ft. carton
.25-year warranty
057788. 57806

•1-3/8" thick pine *Ready to
paint or stain "In-stock only
.10498, 10499, 10501, 10503.
10505

,
gr

Kentucky
lawmakers
question
growing
legal bill

12" x 12" Ceramic Tile
•Light beige in color .6.7207. 65338. 44397

PLUS 10% OFF

YOUR FIRST PURCHASE WHEN YOU OPEN
A NEW LOWE'S CONSUMER CREDIT CARD.
'Discount limited to $200. See store for details."Offer valid 10/6/05 through 10/16/05.

414.•

Chrome Lavatory Faucet
Combo includes
Vanity: 24"W x 13"D x 31-3/4H,
Vanity Top: 25"W x 19-3/4"D,
Mirror. 21-1/2"W x 26-3/4'H

*Solid brass construction *Limited
lifetime warranty *Double handle
.3-hole installation "Fits 4' sink
applications .100718

•Large wiring compartment with ground
screw .Can be wired from either end
.30054
6' Baseboard Heater .30056
8 Baseboard Heater .30058

3-Piece White Vanity Combo
•24"W x 13'D x31 3/4'H .Fully
assembled vanity .5-year Limited
Lifetime warranty 054432

$3476 P.1..aar.

22

each
4' Baseboard Heater.

$138

$30

$36

FANS AND
LAMPS

PREFINISHED
MOULDING

INSTALLED
CARPET

PAINT

$5 & $20 Rebates Jc
off
10%
2O off 25% off
CLEARANCE

on select Mix 8. Match
Larrp Bases and Shades.
and select Ceihng.Fans.
Offer good 10/6/05 - 10/10/05
Discount applies to assortment
.23040 and excludes Exterior
PVC Moulding. Discount taken
at register. See store for details

+

American
Red Cross

ao in-stock and Special Order
installed carpet

Offer good 10/6/05- 11/20/05
Offer good 10/6/06- 10/10/06
Discount taken at register
See store for details

Discount taken at register
See store for details

via mail-in rebate $5 rebate on every 1 -gallon. and $20 rebate on every
5-gallon container purchase. Applies to Olympic' Premium Interior and
Exterior Paints No limit. Offer valid 10/5/05 - 10/10/05. See store for details

Interior & Exterior

Price

Rebate After Rebate

1 -Gal. Premium Flat Interior Paint

$15.92

$5

1 -Gal. Premium Flat Exterior Paint

$17.98

$5

$12.98

5-Gal. Premium Flat Interior Paint

$74

$20

$54

5-Gal. Premium Flat Exterior Paint

$78

$20

$58

Photos provided

These dogs are posted
at the Calloway County
Animal Shelter, including, top photo. this
medium-sized 2-yearold female mixed breed
named Dixie, which is
spayed, and this black
lab adult male named
Marley. bottom photo.
For additional information, contact the shelter
at animalshelter@ murray-ky.net.

$10.92

Relief Fund.
Lowe's has been a long standing supporter of the American Red Cross Disaster
Lowe's store.
any
in
register
any
at
accepted
being
are
donations
contribute,
tf you would like to
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Test shows
can prevent cervical and Beyond'employee at MCCH
cancer in short term
TRENTON. N.J. (AP.) - The first major study of an experimental vaccine to prevent cervical cancer found it was 100 percent effective, in the short term, at blocking the disease and
lesions likely to turn cancerous, drug maker Merck 8i Co said. Gardasil, a genetically engineered vaccine, blocks infection
ith two of the 100-plus types of human papilloma virus. HPV
16 and 18. The two sexually transmitted viruses. together cause
about 70 percent of cervical cancers:
Other types of HPV also can cause cervical cancer and painful
genital warts. About 20 million Americans have some form of
HPV.
The final-stage study of Gardasil included 10,559 sexually
active women ages 16 to 26 in the United States and 12 other
countries who were not infected with HPV 16 or 18. Half got
three vaccine doses over six months: half got dummy shots.
Among those still virus-free after the six months, none who
received the vaccine developed cervical cancer or precancerous
lesions over an average two years of follow-up, compared with
21 who got dummy shots.
"To have 1(X) percent efficacy is something that you have very
rarely," Dr. Elias Barr. Merck's head of clinical development for
Gardasil. told The Associated Press. "We're breaking out the
champagne."
The study. which was funded by, Merck. was to be presented
Friday at a meeting of the Infectious Diseases Society of
America.
A second analysis. including hundreds more women participating in the ongoing study. showed that after just one dose the
vaccine was 97 percent effective. That analysis found only one of
the 5.736 women who got the vaccine developed cervical cancer
or precancerous lesions, compared with 36 among the 5,766 who
got dummy shots.
Barr said thr 97 percent rate was more "real world," given that
patients sometimes miss or delay follow-up shots or tests.
"I we this .a.s a phenomenal breakthrough," said Dr. Gloria
Bachniann. director of The Women's Health Institute at Robert
Wood Johnson Medical School in New Brunswick..
Bachmann said diagnosis of infection leaves women anxious
over the heightened risk of cervical cancer and raises questions
among couples about infidelity and prior sexual activit).. .
"You have to get students in grammar school, middle school.
high school (% accinatedi before they become sexually active,"
she said.
Cervical cancer is the second-most common cancer in. women
arid theirNo. 2 Cause- Or cancer deaths. resulting in about 3,000
deaths in the United States and nearly 300.000 around the world
each year.

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is pleased to-reeog-nize Debbie Graham, R.N..
B.S.N., I.B.C.L.C, lactation consultant and childbirth educator.
for receiving an Above and
Beyond award through the Journey to Excellence program at
the hospital.
Teresa Kalberer from Health
Information Systems nomipated Graham for the award. Graham went "above and beyond
her job duties by translating
the birth certificate worksheet
instructions from Vital Statistics into Spanish to ensure that
the Hispanic/Latino customers
would be able to understand
and complete the information
correctly:
"I just want to say thank
you to her for diligently translating the form." said Kalberer. "She deserves. to be recognized."
At Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Graham is the fulltime Lactation Consultant for
Photo provided
all mothers breastfeeding their
new babies. Graham also teach- Pictured from left to right are Andrea Fassiotto, Pathfinder's Committee Representative;
es childbirth. grandparenting,
of Patient Care Services; Debbie Graham, Lactation
and breastfeeding classes. Gra- Allen Peters, Vice President
Perinatal Services; and
ham has been at MCCH since Consultant and Childbirth Educator; Dana Bazzell, Director of
for an Above
nominated
was
Graham
Resources.
Human
of
2002.
Keith Travis, Vice President
" I . enjoy translating the and Beyond Award through the Journey to Excellence program at MCCH.
forms and I know that when
or act done. Those
arriving to the hospital, most Coordinator. teaching pre-natal, vice for the hospital staff to ing the deed
that result in
acts
.or
deeds
that
Spanish
in
phrases
and
learn
post-partum,
breastfeeding,
and
patients are already scared
fulfills
relations,
guest
positive
patient
in
used
commonly
are
a
is
not being able to understand newborn care. Graham
of the hospital's
information makes it worse," member of the West Kentucky care. She willingly provides one or more
forward with
said Graham. "I am just happy Breastfeeding Coalition, Nation- Spanish translation services to values: "Moving
and
confidentiality,
compassion,
where
hospital
the
of
area
any
Postpartum
and
Childbirth
al
that I can help in this capacAssociation it is needed in addition to her honesty built upon respect and
Professional
ity."
goes above
Graharh is a long time res- (CAPPA). as well as the Ken- excellent lactation support and teamwork." and
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required
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and
roles."
education
childbirth
Association.
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tucky
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"Debbie
her nursing degree from MurMCCH. Cards to
ray State University. Before of this award," said Dana program at MCCH provides nized by
for going
coming to MCCH. Graham Bazzell, Director of Perinatal the opportunity for guests, nominate employees
are availBeyond"
and
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recto
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five
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and offhospital
the
at
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for
employees
MCCH
ognize
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into
Purchase District Health Depart- other, information
facilities.
ment as the Senior Communi- for use in our maternity unit, ally _good deed, big or smaIL
ty Health Nurse and Perinatal and also presented an inser- by completing a card describ-

Four Courses to Success offered on job interviews
Four Courses to Success, a four-course general public. A light lunch will be served.
The second course will be on the third
program on mastering the job interview, will
be held Tuesday on the campus of Murray floor of the Business Building from 2-4 p.m.
State University. The college of business There will be six 20-minute sessions, with
and public affairs is sponsoring the event to topics that include framing your responses,
give students and current job seekers insight image and your interview, researching the
on situations they might encounter during company, mock resume evaluation, and
mock interviews. This course is free for
the interview process.
The first course, mock interview training, both students and the general public.
The third and fourth COULWS are open
will be held in Room 404 of the Business
Building at 11 a.m. This session will cover only to Murray State students that have
toto prepare Tor a beim% ionrinterview. --&-ciared business and public affairsas their
TI
Admission is $3 l'or students and $5 for the major or minor field of study. Held in the
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Curris Center Ballroom at 6 p.m., it features
a reception, receiving line, and dining experience to prepare students for the interview
meal. There is a $12 fee to participate in this
portion of the program.
Pre-registration is required. MSU students interested in the program should register in the department of their college of business and public affairs major or minor.
Members of the general public should call
LaDonna McCuan at 762-4187 for additional informatiert.-:- -
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SHOPPING

OCTOBER 7TH & 8TH

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
October 7 & 8 • 10 a.m.-5 p .m.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

While Supplies Last

NEW!!!
fresh Whole
g. BBQ Chick

Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich

ONIY

6

ea.

2

$5

Fresh Pori( BBQ
Sandwiches

GOLDEN RIPE
C-UMBERLAND GA-I: (
(
SEMI BONELESS
BANANAS

WHOLE HAM
t
'
:
•
t
li

$2
Fri. & Sat. Only

Fri. & Sat. Only

•

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

15

Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
By The Pound
6 lb.
$

ea.
Hot
Lean &

Sandwich

RIBS

2

for $5

„They're

fir

Meaty

Great!

$12
Slab

1/2 Pit Baked Ham

Hamburgers

750

/ -ESSON

(GREEN

(BOUNTY

COOKING OIL

CABBAGE

PAPER TOWELS

10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Only
Roll

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for $3.00

\\_.„..

SA.

Fri. & Sat. Only}

1COCA COLA &
COKE PRODUCTS

Smoked Turkey
Breast G

Fri. & Sat. Only}

AUR DELI'S"

POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

4-00D GIANT

HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG BUNS

env
6 lb. Avg. ()

$15 ea.
Fri. & Sat.

47
0
1
0
1141
0

$20

Fri. & Sat. Only }

Fri.&
Only
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•CTBS
From Front
The overall composite score for
last year's North third graders
was 82. according to McCallon.
The CMS percentile scores
translated to a CATS-scaled
score of 120.4 on the state per'fonnance report — far above the
targeted "proficiency level"
sought by the state, according to
McCallon. CATS is scored on a
140-point scale -while the CTBS
is measured as a percentile on a
100-point scale. If students
score a 75 that means they did
better on the test than 75 percent
of students that took the test
nationwide.
North Calloway Principal
Margaret Cook said she was
proud of the students, teachers
and programs that resulted in the
achievement.
"CTBS scores are a small
percentage of the CATS total,
but it was an excellent score and
a good reflection of our primary
program as a whole." she said.
Last year's Calloway County
High School ninth graders posted a CATS-scaled CTBS score
of 97 compared to a statewide
scaled average score of 54. The
score was one of the highest in
the Purchase region which was
the second highest ranking
region in the state, according to
school officials.
"All of the 2004-2005 CATS
assessment results for Calloway
County High School were excellent, and faculty and students in
each area are to be commended
for their efforts," Principal
Yvette Pyle said. "Our current
sophomores provided our school
with outstanding ninth grade
CTBS results and leave us with
excited anticipation of their performance on CATS assessment
over the next three years."
Calloway County Middle
School sixth graders scored a
CATS-scaled 89.6, while East
Elementary and Southwest
Elementary third graders scored
91 and 103 points, respectively.
All three of the scores were at—
or very near — the -proficiency" level goal set by the state as
a target by 2014.
Southwest Principal Janet
Johnson said the school's average for CMS last spring was in
the 74th percentile.
"This ranks the class as
above average. The CTBS is a
nationally-normed assessment
so the score can be interpreted as
students overall scored as well
or better than 74 out of 100 of
their same age peers," Johnson
said. -Although these scores
were lower than past CTBS
scores at Southwest, we are
pleased with our students performance. At Southwest. we
are focusing on improving the
reading and math skills of all
students. These skills -lay a
foundation for students to be
successful. Teachers are also
focusing on writing skills which
are also vital for children to
develop for effective communication."
At Murray
Elementary'
School, Principal Janet Caldwell
feels that students did a "good
job overall" on the CTBS with a
CATS-scaled scores of over 100
points. Elementary students
achieved a total battery CTBS
score of 72 points and had 73
percent of students scoring
above the 50 percentile mark on
the CTBS with the majority of
those students scoring 75 percentile and above.
"We are pleased that we are
staying above proficiency." she
said in a statement from the district. "We'll continue our focus
on math and hope to see the
increases in our math scores like
we are seeing on reading. Our
school plan includes continuous
monitoring of student work with
our goal of getting all students to
benchmark in reading and
math."
Also. 65 percent of Murray
Middle School sixth graders
scored above the 50 percentile
mark with more than half of
those students scoring 75 or
above, which is considered a
"distinguished" level CATS
tscore. MMS Principal Lou
karter said teachers have been
reviewing the data to determine
factors impacting instruction
and student application.
'Our teachers are excellent
instructors who are continuously
providing differentiated strategies to meet all our students'

needs." Carter said in the
release. "We believe in the individual child and strive to meet
student needs."
At Murray High School, 60
percent of students scored a
national percentile of 50 or
above while more than half of
those students scored 75 or
above, according to Eleanor
Mills, assistant superintendent
of curriculum and instruction for
the Murray Independent Board
of _Education. Ninth grade student scores reflected a national

percentile 60 in reading, 58 in
language, and 57 in math.
Mills said additional instruction and supports for all students
not meeting expected level of
achievement have been implemented; however she noted that
gains have been evidenced.
"Mrs.(Teresa) Speed and her
faculty are committed to ensuring that all students graduating
from Murray High School are
ready to step into post-secondary schools, the workforce, or
the military with the skills nec-

essary to be successful," Mills Kentucky Core Content Test.
said.
which is used as the main aca"Students at Murray High demic achievement indicator for
School are challenged daily to CATS, will be used, in making
reach beyond proficiency." decisions for improvement.
Speed said in a release: "The
"Murray Independent is
MHS faculty is a strong group of proud to be a team that focuses
teachers who set high expecta- on student achievement and
tions for their students while makes no excuses when we have
providing the content and expe- not achieved our goal of being
riences for students. The faculty beyond proficiency," she said.
accepts no less than a student's "We understand our task and we
best."
believe that our tradition of
Mills said that both CMS excellence in all areas of educascores and scores from the tion must be reviewed and read-

justed ensunng that all students
attain to their highest abilities."
(TBS scores are counted as 5
percent of the CATS assessment
with scores from the KCCT and
non-academic factors such as
attendance. retention (failure).
and graduation rates making up
the bulk of the system's -report.
The CTBS is the only CATS
indicator that comparesaeadernic achievement of Kentucky students with their peers nationwide.
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All bedroom, bedding
dining room,TV centers,
lamps, paintings, accessories

Oak & Black
Dining Table

Oak & Cherry jewelry
Armoires - $69.00

(44"x72") w/18" leaf

NOTHING
HELD BACK!
Recliners

Lane
Starting at

LA-Z-130Y

$289

am an mm dm im

mu

100% Leather Recliners
as low as $399

7 Piece
Living Room Group
includes sofa, loveseat,
cocktail,(2) end tables

TWO DAYS!
Special Sale Prices
Clearly Marked on
every item in
every department!

6 bowback chairs

Reg. price $1299

Closeout $699

MINIM
5 Piece
Dinette Set

MATTRESS SETS
TWIN

$119

FULL

$149
$199

QUEEN

Se:

Espresso finished
Table & 4 Chairs

Reg. Price-$429

Closeout $249

SALE HOURS

Cherry Dining Suite
Double Pedestal Table

Clearance Price $1 p199

FRIDAY
9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
SATURDAY
9 A.M. - 8 P.M.

3 Piece Entertainment
Wall Unit

LA-Z-BOY
La-Z-Boy 2 Piece

Your Choice Oak or Cherry

Plaid Living Room

Eight Way Hand Tied
100% Leather Sofa

Reg. Price $1,499

Red, Green & Tan
Sofa & loveseat

Reg. Price $1,499

& (2) lamps

Reg. $2,269

Closeout Price $799

Reg. Price $2,199

Floor Sample $899

All Bargain Room Items will
be a cash 'n carry sale only!
One-of-a-kind slight blemish,
mix match

Solid Oak 4 Piece
Bedroom Suite

SOLD AS IS!

Reg. Price $3,197

Pc. Living Room Suite
Sofa, Chair,(()Alai! & 2 Fnds

Closeout $799

1-YEAR

FREE

2 arm, 4 side chairs
Buffet w/ Hutch

was $4,398
Display Model $2,499

Clearance Price $799

Bed, Dresser, Mirror, Chest

Floor Sample $1,999

0/o
70
You'll Save Up to

on Famous Name Brands!

FREE Queen Sealy Posturpedic
Mattress set with suite purchase.

I a./-Bur • SeAls • 16%14-side
I Iliftwsisitt (' • %Vinnets • Sli•ris% 1("tet • I mile
rtgl.titti • t,stigh.tfo • Bassett

WOODCDAFTERS

FINANCING

GALLERIES

_

'1 I 1 1)-11 \ • \lort,ts • - -0) 4 -).!2 • %‘‘‘%s.tsoodualtersgalleries.tom • Sale Hours: Fri. 9 a.m. - 11 p.m., Sal. 9
a.m. - 8 p.m.
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Warner, Ehrsam are Guild's featured artists
alisb share
.11us )Cat
billing at the Murray Art Guild's
Artist
Featured
annual
Exhibition. They are Bryan
Warner. wood artist, and Chuck
Ehrsam, fiber artist. An opening
reception for the exhibition will
be held on Oct.9 at 2 p.m. in the
Art Guild at 103 N. Sixth Strtet.
downtown Murray. The community is invited to attend.
Warner was recently awarded
the prestigious Barney Bright
Memorial Sculpture Prize in the
annual Water Tower Show in
Louisville, now in its 95th year
and the oldest competitive juried
art -exhibition in the southeast
-• and rnidwest.
His winning piece is a sculpture entitled The Bird Takes a
Stanii:PSychomorpho
Transformation. It is made of
four wood varieties and is one
piece in .a collection. entitled
"The Water Series." The series
was developed around a regional lakeshore theme.
He says the work evolves
from the most .obvious natural
shapes that melt into other less
recognizable shapes and finally
reflect his own thought and feeling.
A native of Murray, Bryan is
a member of the Kentucky
Crafts marketing program. The
Furniture Society. The American
Association of Woodturners. the
Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Crafts-men. and the Murray;-Art

tjuildHe is a graduate of Murray
State University and pursued
graduate studies in art history at
the University of Kentucky. He
was employed at the U. K Art
Museum, has taught art appreciation at Paducah Community
* d offered children's
College iin
art classes at the Murray Art
--In recent years Warner has
concentrated on art furniture and
functional and sculptural objects
made primarily of wood. His
work .has been exhibited
statewide and regionally and is
included in several private collections. Objects in this show
are representative of the an he
has designed and made since
1997.,
Chuck Ehrsam teaches fibers
at Murray State University and
is the art teacher at Murray
Elementary School. He earned a
bachelors'of fine arts in sculpture and a master's of art in
fibers from Murray State
tans ersity. In addition, he has a
Kentucky K-I2 teaching certificate in art.
His work is in the permanent
collection at MSU Eagle
Gallery. He has shown in various regional gallerie( and his
work is included in several pi
vale collections.
Husain makes weavings and
other fiber related pieces that
olleei -his concern -and passion

for the environment and anthropological studies. He creates
weavings that are denved from
nature and myth.
These weavings use a variety
of natural materials and utilizes
both natural and synthetic dye
processes. Several of the weavings on display are examples of
finger woven tapestries that are
depictions of various landscapes
while other weavings are symbolic of origin myths and creation stories of different cultures
such as the Inuit peoples of the
northwestern coast of North
America. He will also have
some examples of his Batik
resist dye work. on display.
These are synthetically dyed
cotton and silk pieces that use a
wax resist to create the desired
results.
The exhibit may also be seen
during regular hours: 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. Tuesday. Wednesday and
Friday through Oct. 28: The
Murray Art Guild is a non-profit
cultural and educational organization whose membership is
open to anyone with a love of
the visual arts.
The Kentucky Arts Council,
a state agency in the Commerce
Cabinet, provides operational
support funding for the Murray
Art Guild with state tax dollars
and federal funding from the
National Endowment for the
Arts, which believes that a great
nation deserves great art.

Photo provide, t

The Featured Artists' Exhibit at the Murray Art Guild is showcasing the work of wood
artist Bryan Warner, left, and the weavings of fiber artist Chuck Ehrsam. Warner's
wood sculpture entitled "Zoophyta Hexozeplapore",forefront, is one of the pieces in his
"Water Series" and utilizes cherry, poplar, acrylic and honey locust thorns. Ehrsam is
shown with his finger woven tapestry of "Three Trees", mounted in the background.
The exhibit is open to the public during regular Guild hours through Oct. 28.

Turner art-on display
at Eagle Gallery now

Violinist, fiddler O'Connor
to perform at MSU tonight

Mark O'Connor

The concert is free to MSU students (with
Stellar violinist and fiddler Mark O'Connor
and Hot Suing perform in Murray State ID).
Mark O'Connor is considered one of the most
ans ersity 's Lovett Auditorium tonight at 7:30 .
the opening concert of the Murray Civic Music gifted talents of our generation. ln addition to
his concert und reconlngr Sehediiles that cele'Association's 47th season.
swing auegrass.
Mark 43(74111041f HOE Swing includes bassist brate ilassica )
Jon 'Burr. guitarists Brian Sutton and Howard ditions, O'Connor has also contributed to John
Alder). and voetilisTROWria -Gamtionni. Their Williams' Oscar nominated score "The Patriot."--pi)),,.ratii in Murray includes music from a CD and has performed at the White House and for a
)414%1.4'4.01mm: out this,week."Live in New York Presidential Inauguration. He also conducts
Mark 0-Connor's Hot Swing" featuring origi- camps for young fiddlers each summer, one at a
11,11 c..IlilsisitiuIIs and standards(many in tribute state park outside Nashville. the other in San
I,)- 4-i'c4-)4moi's We .m4:flog. jazz violinist Diego. Both accept 200 students and Were filled
Stepliane Grappelli) like "Fascinatin' Rhythm." to capacity last year.
The'2005-2006 concert season of the Murray
"Honey suckle Rose." and "Limehouse Blues."
Admission for the Mark O'Connor Hot Swing Civic Music Association includes banjo virtuoso
,•.)11,•cr1 is tiy SICSIA membership. hut tickets are Alison Brown, Sunday, Nov. 13.at 4 p.m... the
.11.0 ai ailable at the door. Tickets are S20 for New Guinean music and dance ensemble Drum
adults. SIM tor senior citizens and SIO for chil- Drum. Thursday. Feb.1 at 7:30 p.m.; and classidren. I-or additional member:hip information cal pianist Orion Weiss, Tuesday. March 7. at
7:30 p.m. All concerts are in Lovett Auditorium.
lInFord at 7c1-4446
.
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Does Your Computer Need A Check Up?

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

Ask the PC DOCTOR
SERVICES OFFERED

AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say - yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
cif*
— Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
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- FLOWERING CABBAGE
*FALL WREATHS & FLAGS

20% OFF
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Bulbs — Ready For Planting
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Sara Turner. a senior art student at Murray State University. will
have an art exhibit in the Clara Eagle Gallery on campus through
Oct. 16. A reception for Turner will be held on Friday in the gallery
from 6-8 p.m.
Turner is from Louisville, Ky., and is the daughter of Scott and
Gayle Turner. She will graduate in December 2005 with a bachelor
of fine arts degree in painting.
An accomplished student. Turner has been on the Dean's List
since 2001 and is the 2005 recipient of the Bob and Kate Lochte Art
Award. She plans to attend graduate school and study landscape
architecture and urban planning.
Turner says in her exhibit there are images of bowls, cloth, table
games and food which act as metaphors for human interactions. The
large-scale works are oil paintings with opaque COWS, Scrarchy
"scumbled" surfaces, and elements of wallpaper and textile-like patterns.
The Clara Eagle Gallery is located on the seventh floor of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center on the MSU campus at the corner of 15th
and Olive streets. The public is invited to view the exhibit and attend
the artist's reception. For more information, call the department of
art at (1711) 761-1784.

HAMMONS HULLERS PAY

$12 per 100 Pounds!
Pick up your Black Walnuts and bring them to any hammons lulling

Station listed below Starling price is $12 per 100 Ibs after
hulling. Prices may change later, so get them in fluidity!

0
Saturday 8 Sunday October 8 8 9
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Both Days
Located in the North Village Area of
Kentucky Dam Village by Post Office.
We Welcome New Vendors!
OR PARKING FF:E!
ADMISSION
NO
Traditional Kerauckt Fairfood items, including NW beans.
, ornbread. corn on the cob. and mow provided by our resort's chef
*Demonstrations by craft persons & door prizes
4Music Showcase each day
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL MARY GREER
270-362-4271 or rwaryo.grwor4ky.gov
KENTUCKY STATE NkspLE

il
I.,
M
. ,••,,,

Murray
Miller Diversified, LLC.
270-436-2215
HAMISIONS

SECTION
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All mil estate rimmed herein is >Mad to the Federal Feu
Housing Act Much waling Ueis to advertise any premence fun
ramineeilisenreinalwatiasedue NEC ink nringna,tia. handicap
lantral status or national ovm or overtax,to make any sock premium lunitatims or acid:malaise

mutt or Pik I l int
Ledger .1 Tines

sib.reepcnable or only one
ncorred make Any error should be reported
crime:twisty so corrections car. be matte

decnemitionii the sale, rental or advertising of
real estate based on rai-ton in addition to thoie protected under federal law

State taws forbid

DEADLINES
Monday

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Homing Act Notice

ADJUST
N TS
Aaeresors are remesisel to Mack Its fast
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
rialp Wanted
En

HUMAN RESOURCES ASSISTANT
She still shines brightly in the eyes of
her grandchildren.

Murray, Kentucky division of Dean Foods

- In Memory of Louise Peery
meni.

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Invitation To Bid
Door Replacement
The Murray Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for door replacements to be installed at the Murray
Board of Education office. Bids will be
accepted until 2:00 p.m. Monday.
October 17. 2005 at the Board Office.
ided

•od
-r's
his
is
nd.

Specifications are on file at the Murray
Board
of
Education,
Carter
Administration Building, 208 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071. The Murray
Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any and/or all bids.

to%

MURRAY MOOSE LORE WESTERN RIOT
Friday night. October 7•6-12
Dinner•6-8
Rbaclhouse Datul
Members & Guests
I.%

will
•ugh
Ilery

020
Notice

List
- Art
cape

Bare Beauty Mineral
Cosemetics and
-Skin Care are now
sold locally.
Call Paula at
753-2783

table
. The
tch
• pat -

COMPANY launches
new product. Free promotional facials. Make
app-ointment
(270)748-6277

and
• elor

f the
15th
ttend
nt of

IC K

Lost and Found
nea
FOUND
Canterbury male black
Lab w/collar, no tags
753-2660
JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

EES

PUPPY FOUND. Male.
black with tan & white.
Blue eyes. No collar.
Found in town. 7531164
060
Help Warded
CABLING Technician
Candidate must have
minimum of 1 year in
the installation, test.
troubleshooting, and
repair of twisted pair,
coaxial, and fiber optic
cabling
systems.
Technicians will be
responsible for working
independently and as
part of a team to provide
infrastructure
service to our customers located in KY,
TN, and MO. Salaried
position of $30K up
with more than 30 days
vacation. Van furnished. Send resume
to P.O. Box 467.
Murray, KY 42071

CNA/Nurse Aide
PRN or full-time.
Prefer experience but
will train Must enjoy
working with the
elderly. Good
working conditions.
pleasant
atmosphere.
Apply In person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Dr.
EOE

I.

*0
•

,411.

COMPUTER
Operator/Data
Specialist for a growing
small business. Utilize
specialized software to
manipulate database
tags-arid process customer jobs. Experience
with
Databases &
Spreadsheets
required. Salary plus
benefits. Send resume
and letter of application
to Automated Direct
Mail, 1410 N. 12th St.
Suite G. Murray, KY
42071

COOK
Work as needed NOT
full time, experience
preferred, good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person.

FERN TERRACE
LODGE
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
EOE
earn
DANCERS
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building 270759-2153, 270-2932069. or (270)5340333 after 5PM
DENTAL office manager. Experience preferred. Send resume
to: 1653 Calloway
Avenue. Murray. KY
42071.
EXPERIENCED carpenter needed 270759-9780 between 5
and 8 PM
EXPERIENCED carpenters to do contract
work on houses and
mobile homes Call
705-8250
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person only.
GOLDEN Flake Snack
Foods, Inc.
Route sales position
opening in the Murray
area.
&
Mayfield
Competitive starting
pay Benefits available
Applicant must have
good dnving record &
pass a pre-employment/random drug test
Serious inquiries only!
Call 1-800-239-2932
(8:00-4:00 daily) for
scheduling an interview EOE
NEW interviewing for
day shift customer
service reps and cooks
in
for
Hardee's
Draffenville. To schedule an interview, call
888-398-3556
ext
0951

Company has an opportunity for a
Human Resources Assistant.
Excellent
benefit and compensation package. The
successful candidate will be responsible for
HRIS entry, maintenance of all personnel
records, and have excellent computer
skills, a high degree of ethical standards, 2
years experience in HR or a related field.
Resume, including salary requirements
should be sent to:
Morningstar Foods
P.O. Box 1175
Murray. KY. 42071
Attention: Human Resources Manager
Dean Foods is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer, M/F/DN

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Electric System is now

accepting applications for the position of
Network Technician. Experience with IP
routing, Cisco routers, Ethernet/Token
Ring topologies, TCP, plus a broad background in LAN/WAN teehnologyrequired. Preference will be given to
those applicants with at least five years
experience-in- specific job- market,
Position reports directly to MES
Network Administrator. Competitive
salary based on experience and communications skills. Applications can be
obtained at the Business office at 401
Olive St., between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m., M-F, deadline for applying is
October 11, 2005. EOE. No phone calls
please.
KENTUCKY
West
111.1139W-Irr- Murray,
Kentucky has 7 temporary
po-sitions . for
Nursery Laborer from
12/28/05-4/28/06. Job
requires loading and
unloading trucks, digging and wrapping
trees.
Position
is
Monday-Friday from .
7:00AM-4:00PM.
Salary is $6.27 per
hour. No experience
required. Mail resumes
to V. Johnson #4810.
OET. 275 E. Main
Street. 2-CB. Frankfort,
KY 40601. EOE
LIF.E & Health Agent
Growing agency seeks
highly motivated insurance
Professional_
of
Wide
range
providers backed by
one of the nation's
most respected companies. Apply in person
1406 N.12th St., Suite
G. Murray, KY 42071.
LOCAL church seeking
part-time custodian.
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box
1040,-C, Murray. KY
42071. EOE.
MURRAY law firm
needs permanent parttime legal secretary.
Must have flexible
hours between 9-5 M-F
but employer will try to
work w/school schedule if needed. Minimum
40
wpm
typing
required. Legal experience a plus, but not
required. Send resume
to: PO. Box 1040-0,
Murray, KY 4207,1.
NETWORK
Administrator. Maintain
computer network and
digital phone system
for growing small business Windows Server
2000 / 2 00 3 ,
Workstations 2000/XP,
Microsoft
Exchange
and Active Directory
Responsibilities
include network maintenance, hardware procurement, email management. and data
backup system Send
resume. salary requirements, and letter of
to
application
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 N 12th St. Suite
G. Murray, KY 42071.
NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply in person at Sonic, 217 S.
12th St.. Murray. No
phone calls, please.

TRAVELING
Distribution Manager.
Small growing company seeking hard working, self motivated,
honest individual. Must
have
warehouse.

inventory. origination,
and managerial skills
Manage 25-100 people. Job requires extensive travel 10 days-6
weeks at a time across
U S. & Canada. Must
be able to run a forklift
and lift to 50 lbs.
Computer skills, Word,
Excel a plus. Retirees
welcome to apply. Call
i270)395-0296 or fax
i270)395-9710

NEED a good House
and business cleaning? Call 753-1016
NEED your home or
business cleaned? Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath:
windows,
etc.
Experienced- Valerie.
436-5912F
120

GE heavy duty ex.
arge capacity 2 speed
washer, $60. 761-3636
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
CFLINT Ridge solid
maple, dark walnut
color. 60" oval table
w/18" extension, 2 captain's chairs. 3 side
chairs, 55" hutch/buffet
lighted with dovetail
drawers, good condition.
$600
OBO.
(731)232-8307
SERTA Perfect Sleeper
queen size mattress
and box springs. Very
good condition. 7530872
180
Lawn & Garden

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556
140
!Mont to Buy

NOW taking applicaANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
tiuris -tar -Resident- --Wa buy I or -at- Call
Assistants FT & PT, Larry at 753-3633
good pay, nice commuBlack
nity, great residents, BUYING
Walnuts. $12 per 100
friendly staff
CNA
lbs after we hull.
training a plus. Apply at
Miller D Farms, LLC
Glendale Place 905
217 Kelzie Peeler
Glendale Road.
Lane, off Old Newburg,
PARKING ENFORCETues-Sat,
Murray.
MENT/COMMUNICA- 8AM-6PM. Calf for
TIONS OPERATOR, details (270)436-2215
MSU Public Safety.
BUYING junk cars.
Full-time,
benefits.
trucks. tractors and
High school graduate,
metal boats. 436-5235
Iwo years experience
in similar
position
CASH paid for
Computer
required.
good, used guns.
knowledge required;
Benson Sporting
public safety experiGoods, 519 S. 12th.
ence preferred. Some
Murray.
holiday, evening, weekend work required.
NICE wash kettle
Dispatcher course in
(270)435-4336
Richmond. Kentucky
(training
USED carpeting.' elecrequired
tnc baseboard heaters,
expenses paid). Salary
refrigerators, air. condi$9.05 hourly. Click on
"Employment"
at tioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
www.murraystate.edu
for additional informaWANT to buy: Junk Car
tion. Apply at: Human
and Trucks. Call (270)
Resources,
Murray 474-2540 or 293-6199
State University, 404
'
Six days a week.
Sparks Hall, Murray,
KY 42071-3312. EEO,
150
Articles
M/F/D, AA employer.
For Sale
PERSON needed for
lawn & misc. work
CINDERELLA
prom
(888)534-6138
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
POSTAL JOBS
each. 270-492-8614
$15.22 to $21.62/hr.
FISHER wood stove
now hiring For applicaVery good condition
tion and free govern753-8875
ment job info, call
American Association
FREE
of Labor 1-913-599Satellite system up to 4
8042.
24
hours
rooms, free DVR or HD
Employment service.
upgrade. Call now to
advisors see how you can get
SAFETY
your first month free.
$2500 month, manager
Also
get
HBO,
trainees $3000 month
Cinemax & Showtime
Company will train. Call
free for 3 months_
M-F gam-1pm only! 1Beasley Antenna &
800-578-8799
Satellite 759-0901 or
STOCKROOM WORK- 877-455-0901
ER. Full-time, benefits.
High school graduate,
one year general stock- STRAW for sale. $2 a
room and inventory
bale. 489-2436, if no
experience. Basic comanswer leave mesputer skills and valid
sage.
driver's
license
required. Day shift,
DIRT DADDY'S
through
Monday
TOP SOIL
Friday. Salary $7.45
Gravel & who., rock also
hourly.
Apply
at:
Call Terrell Tidwell
Resources,
Human
State
Murray
University, 404 Sparks
Murray.
KY
Hall,
4 20 7 1 - 3 3 1 2 .
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
fiArF/D,
AA
EEO,
employer.

WHITE wedding dress.
size 22 white cape, fur
hood and accessories
(270)328-8677

753-9075
227-2193
WHITE satin wedding
w/
capped
dress
sleeves, size 16. $200
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM

SHARP 4 BEDROOM,
2 BATH REPO OW:
Fireplace must see!!!
731-584-9429

4BR 2 bath, all appliances central HiA
Reduced
rates
Coleman RE 759-4118

SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need- New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.

FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses basic rent
$360 month Call 7531970 Leave Message

TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both priced in
the 550's. Call 731642-6438 today!!
WE have 970, financing on land home packages and we can help
on the other 3% 100°,,.
Ions Cali 1-803-5333568
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2 bedrooms. 2 baths
on 1/2 acre lot Freshly
painted, new carpet.
Yard mowing included,
no inside pets $275 a
month plus deposit.
Call 270-623-6314 or
270-994-9064
LARGE 2BR, $275
753-6012
NICE 2BR. No pets.

753-9886
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

CUB Cadet 19HP 42
inch cut riding lawn
mower. Series 1000,
LT 1042. Purchased
May 15. 2005. Comes
with 3 year extended
protection plan. Less
than 20 hours of actual
usage. $1,400. 753476

FIREWOOD $40 a rick
delivered.
Tree
removal. 527-8368
Musical
DJ equipment. moved
ove
overseas.
invested
$13,000
53.900. 753-0869
djequipment4sale@
hotmail.com

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $12,500 753
6012

1980 Schultz 14x60
mobile home. Mus
move, $2.700 or bes
offer. 761-3536 or 227
0422
1996 Crimson Deluxe
16x80 3BR 2 bath
condition,
excellent
delivered, sehup and
underpinned, $19,900.
(270)489-2525
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
and
save
today
51,000's. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
3 BEDROOM SINOnly
GLEWIDE
$15.000!!! Call today!!
731-584-9429
LAND -HOME
Packages are our speFHA
or
cialty.
Conventional. Let us
do the work! Call 1800-533-3568 or 731644-0012
NO money needed
FHA land packages
available now. Limited
funds Don't miss out
Call 1-800-533-3568 or
731-644-0012
3BR
REDUCED
mobile home and lot,
$15,500. 753-6012
REPOSIft: We've got
to move 'em! Singles &
Doubles! Land packages available! 731584-9429
REPOS.
REPOS,
REPOS_ Doubles, singles Land home. Call
1-800-533-5368

LOTS for rent. 7539866
320
partments For Rent

.Sate & clean
*We sett boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

LARGE duplex 2BR 2
bath. garage. $600
436-5685

Commerical Prop. For Real

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
, 1BR S290 00
2BR $34000
3BR $425 00
5100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

707 South 121h Street
South Center 700,
1.000, 1.200 sq tt
in
Available
September
Phone
753-1252 753-0606

COMNIERCI ti
111.11.D1\1.
FOR RI\ I

NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357

5.01M/ SQ. F 1. limo&
controlled
with loadino dist k &
driic in door 15110 Sq.
Vt. rake space with
offwv+. and 3 tiiiihniiims
I Ruled at 11700 Spruce
753-5976
street.
or 293-9(1419

RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALETBR/ nopers7
water paid. 753-5980
VERY roomy, 2br,
2 bath. garage, C/N/A,
All appliances, 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit.
no pets. 753-2905.

1 bedroom furnished
duplex near lake. $250
monthly plus utilities
and deposit, 270-4366081

64" Big Screen TV, w/d.
surround sound, color
TV in room Off street
parking.
(888)5346138

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109

Houses For Rent

1BR apartment. 1604&
1606 Miller. Lease,
deposit required. No
pets. Laundry room
provided_ Partial utilities 'paid. 270-5192699
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444,,
1BR apt partially furnished, partial utilities
paid. $260 per month +
deposit. 752-0456
1BR furnished apartment for rent. No pets
$225 a month, $100
deposit. 121N next to
fairgrounds. 753-3139

3BR.
2 bath. 309
Woodlawn. $51'0/mo. +
sec. 474-2520
3BR. 2 bath. Camelot
Subdivision. Available
immediately.
$750
month. (270)435-4602,
293-4602
4 BR doublewide, like
new. just off Hwy. 293,
possible land contract
(270)527-9981
NEWLY
upgraded.
charming 2BR, 'IBA
lakefront house in
Panorama
Shores
C/H/A
wcf,
$400/month
plus
deposit
Available
immediately (310)5679321
References
equired-

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

Cambridge
28R Apt
area 293-6968
28R. central gas heat
central air $275 and
up. some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
2BR, some utilities
paid. $270 No pets
767-9037

380
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

1BR, all appliances
Oaks Apts., starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118

2 BR. 2 Bath apt
washer & dryer, water
furnished, close to
MSU, 1 year old
$550 00/mo 753-2225
day. 759-1509 night

PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309,N. 4th St.
Across from Judicial
Building._ Two offices,
waiting room, full bath
and shower. Public and
private
entrances.
Covered
parking
space. Approximately
625sq ft $450 per
month plus utilities.
759-3954
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres. Office space. 2
bathrooms. equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location. Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

1•11,

Going on
Vacation?

1BR,411-1/2 S. 8th St.
$250,/mo + sec. 4742520

1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman ,RE
759-4118

COMMERCIAL or retai
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty
of parking,
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex. 7593772.

Storage Rentals

1BR some utilities paid.
no pets. 767-9037

utilities.
1BR, low
$225/mo, no pets, no
lease. 753-3949

VISA

storage
•Security alarmed

emprifvoiriege
ren
s
C
w/f
Lu
ElA
iN
houro
so

.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335.
•2BR. 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, in/id, $425
•113R, 1 bath, with
study, wd. $350.
753-7559

it

PREMIER
MINISTOFIAGE
•Inside climate control

Rooms Foe Rent

1.2, & 3BR apts available Please call 7538221

\R t.)\
\

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118

1, 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606

t.

Ifs that time of year, and

When you come bock,

everybody wants to get
out of the house. But
before you go. just make
a simpirphone call and
ask for "Vacation Pok."
That way you won't
Tiss a single tiling.

catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
We'll deliver you'
"Vocation Pak"
when you return

Call 27o-753-1916
Circulation Department
and ask or

"Vacation Pak."

with,
0
LEDGERaMES
1001 Mihail Ave., Murray, KY

211 •Thursday. October n, 2005

Frida

CLASSIFIEDS

-Ibis nice use ha) car wash. tour F.4:11' WIN ice hays. one ready for a autoinatic wash. -X vacuum machines. all bays floors and walks are heated,
large bays 15' wide and 32* long. This is the only car wash on the southeast sick of town The wash is located at VXY Sycamore Si. in Murray. just
aft Sooth 4th Street, 4 blocks from downtown. There will he a free car
wash on October 7th - 7 a.m. 10 7 p.m. each day. Conk: and wash your car
free this day.
Terms of auction: 20% down day of auction, balance in 30 days with passing of deed. This is a large lot completely concreted.
REMEMBER THIS PROPERTY WILL BE OFFERED AT
I P.M. OCTOBER 7TH
\I
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Saturday, Oct. 8, 2005•10:00 a.m.
VIalter Jones Estate
Front !Murray.. KY take Hwy. 121 North through Farmington. 14,1'.
Take hwy. 11490 west follow to fisty.,303 or Cuba Rd. -rum right onto
Hwy. 303. Co approx. 2 miles to Copland Rd.. turn left follow to
('entral Rd.. turn right onto Central Rd. Follow to auction - watch
for posted signs.
lake new Bassett sofa - nice recliner - syvivel rocker - glass door bookcase . wall mirrors - nice picture frames - hue set of coffee & lamp tables -•loyer
table - nice lamps'. set of old' table lamps - nice dining tahk w/6 chairs - nice
lighted chiria.eahniet-wit.ervilig earl - nice cherry drop lead Lible & 4 chairs maple table - set of vanity lamps - tooted hand painted table lamps - 4 piece
bedroom stilt - .1piece bedroom suit - rollaway. bed - regular ssie tied- 5 drawer chest - round lamp table - old straight chair - I+ reIngerator '.s/ice- washer & dryer - microwase - entertainment center - color t.v. - mug collection canister set - l'y rev baking dishes: Neg. bowls - l'arelk dishes - stainless flat
ware -. kitchen utensils - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans - hen on nest
- hobnail milk glass lamp - 8. pl setting of Ilomptan china - if cranberry glasses li cranberry stein fruiters. milk glass pieces- pickle dishes . depression
pieces - 14 stein goblets - daisy tea pitcher - praying hands - brass items Waklord pieces - placemats - milk glass punch bowl - bread baskets - maga /Inc rack - hand painted wall plate. - tulip candle holders - elect. tan - floor
butlers - pitcher & bowl -set - clocks . sewing box - Ilene miniature lamps s
1,heckers - quilt tops:quilting material • thread- luggage - electric •.ewing
,Anne -- costume _jewelry - ladies watches - kerosene lamp - large chest
treezer - pressure canner - castiron skillet - work benches tor carpenter shop
, 4 metal lawn chairs - hand & .1. ard tools and more.
REAL FA-t-ATL.:_.3.111‘14PA44-1144- i bath. den, living llli1111 dining room. Cal it,
kitchen. central heat Ai air sin 1 44 acres v./4 hay barn,
Is in,• ,.i, 14,1 l ,- ' '
- ., RAI in.111.1.“. v.lxv.,..iii..: sit'aced
,/I I
RI tl I...1I.111 '
1,144,4.111
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SATURDAY OCTOBER 8. 2005 12 NOON
Location: 900 Kelso Road. 1 mile west of Lynn Grove, KY
Estate of Woodrow.& Anna Lou Tarry
*Farm 1 contains 85 acres.or - (Calloway County)

TO BE

(House shown above is located on Farm 1)

SOLD

• Farm 2 contains 40 acres + or- (Calloway County)
• Farm 3 contains 60 acres + or • (Graves County)
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Black
Angus bull 4 year old
Excellent confirmation.
disposition
great
Phone 498-8416 r.-•
293'0484
STRAW for sale $225
bale (day) 753-4582
(night) 759-4718
REGISTERED

YARD SALE
402
SOUTH 9TH
FRI 7AM-5PM
SAT 7AM-1 PM
SOMETHING
FOR
EVERYONE
YARD SALE
524 SHADY
LANE
SEPT 30TH,

1)011!
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SELLING OUT ALL
THE HOUSEHOLD
MANY ITEMS
SOME FURNITURE
AS WELL. MU
TRY TO HOLD
RAIN OR SHINE

ref,gunk knov.r h. OW anilon onnernk

FRIDAY 7AM-?

YARD SALE
759-9039
Treadmill with

400
Yard Sale

weights. 25 inch TV

Yard Sale

with cabinet, stereo

GARAGE SALE
1087 POOR
FARM RD
FRI. OCT 7

RD S.

8AM-2PM

FRIDAY OCT. 7
6:30 AM

0-18 mths . ladies

Furnishing,

GARAGE SALE
DRIVE
(121_S., 2.5 miles)_
FRI & SAT
8-4

everything

YARD SALE
821 N.
19TH ST
SAT. OCT 8TH
9AM-?
stereo equipment. clothing,

'1401-JOHNSON
BLVD.
FRI. NOON-5PM
SAT 7AM-?

linens, kitchen
items. lots of

_ good-es

miSc

453 COUNTRYSIDE

YARD SALE
1461
RADIO RD
ALMO
THURS. FRI
& SAT
Home decor,

lots of household

Adult clothes. boys
& girls clothes
18-24 months.
housewares. CDS
toys. lots ot °the'

YARD SALE

New toddler car
seat. computer desk.
computer, scanner,
dishes, bookcase, 4.
drawer file, basSinet,
headboard. chairs -

stand, shower doors,

GARAGE SALE
294
- ROBERTSON

-moch-mefe-.

HUGE YARD •
SALE

Attic clean out. antogui
collectibteslinens. chin,.

AT PROMISE OF
HOPE CHURCH
121 NORTH

sewing material. trunk)
canning supplies. hou. •

FRI & SAT
8-5

GARAGE SALE
FRI & SAT
7AM-5PM
5 MILES N 641
LEFT ON
CORNER OF 464
Push mower. table
names, bar stools de-••
chair home decor
toys. girls, Juniors
women & mens
=tuna

Huge lots of
everything
430
Rea Estate
TWO story brick apart
merit building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
, ncome-producer
5125.000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

1

11Matte Property

HUGE 2 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
FRI,. OCT 7
SAT OCT 8
7-2
1538 SPRING
CREEK DR
Many home items,
TV clothes.
hooks, too many

GARAGE- MOVING

CABIN on private lot 5
miles from Kentucky
513 S 6TH ST
Lake boat ramp, as is
needs work $14,500
FRI 10/7 & SAT 10/8
OBO or possible trade
.753-6870
8AM NO EARLY
SALE

BIRDS
1ST time garage &
moving saleeverything must go!

WATERFRONT property' KY's largest takes
10 acres only $79.900!
Ideal location' New to
market Wont last! Call
',1 4328

Items to list
lies eirrailritirr leer
YARD

SALE

WHIPPOORWILL
DR
FRI. OCT 7TH
SAT. OCT 8TH
Baby items
clothes, household
items & more

HUGE YARD SALE
SATURDAY OCTOBER 8TH
7:30 A.M.

693 WALSTON DRIVE, ALMO
641 N. TO COLES CAMPGROUND ROAD
TO WELLS PURDOM DRIVE TO
CORNER OF WELLS PURDOM
AND WALSTON DRIVE
Washer and Dryer. patio table and chairs, golf
oubs, nice clothes, girl size 8-12 ladies sizes 12
& 14. mens sizes 34x32 and larger and XL. camp,ng equipment, building supplies oak dresser and
rnIrrOr twin bed, TV. child s organ, lots ol stuff'

•

t mill ‘1010 1•1•1111RN1 %TM% tirri.l.%CT

MI

753-3853

1555

OCT 1ST ALSO
OCT 7TH & 8TH

•

716 UTTERBACK RD

......
I

3 FARMS

•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

tools & bolts

:
, anibib
P

OCT. 8TH
7-3
Furniture and
household
goods

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

some home dec,

- hi 5d.ri-wr, /Worse 'I 4.,,./. It Puy.-

7P.:

' FANCY FARM. KY. 270-623-8466
RV ''
-- "' 3 - -- '
'
www.jarnesrcash.com

mal dresses

A lianikii in MI & iron. #121(1 1iron

*Tanning Salon Lost my
•ADVERTISERS: You lease Selling all equipcan place a 25-word ment including Mystic
classified ad in 70 Tan See details at
Kentucky newspapers www tancity net/beds
for as little as $225 with Save big 859-396-9833
one order, one pay- or 859-396-3436
ment For, information,
86 Ford 3/4 Ton
HEALTHCARE
contact the classified
Truck, lawn equip
department of this .Family
Healthcare
comm spray rtg,
newspaper or call KPS w/prescription
plan!
clothes, tools. Odds 1-502-223-8821
$69.95/ mo Nationwide
& ends. Billy Goat 'An Affordable and Coverage. No limitawedding tions Includes Doctors,
Beautiful
Vacuum
chapel in the Smoky Dental, Vision, Hosp. &
Mountains. Christian More. Everyone acceptceremony.
pictures, ed! Call: WCG 800-288YARD SALE
video,
flowers,
music 9214 ext.2332
615 MAIN ST,
$165. Formal wear
HELP WANTED
HAZEL
rental also available
FRIDAY &
Executive
'Account
www.weddingSATURDAY
80k-120k
bellsinthesmokies.com. Bankcard
7:00-4:00
potential
$49 90
Call 1-800-922-2052
Sports cards, plus
monthly on a 48-month
size clothing 'men & •Gun & Knife Stow! lease pays $1500 &
NEW SHOW! Oct. 8-9. residual commissions/
women new items,
ball gloves, household Sat 9-5 & Sun. 10-4 Self Starter) NO invest,i)-ms, holiday decora- Lexington, KY Heritage ment necessary Call
Lexington 888-287-6033 ext 302
Hall
at
n s whole bunch
Center. Buy- Sell- vnvw merchantcooperamore'
Trade. Info: (563)927- live corn
8176
*Air Traffic Control No
AUCTIONS
YARD SALE
exp needed we train
*AUCTION.
10am, HS grads 17-34 Great
627
October 14 & 15: Selling pay, benefits Must reloWISWELL RD equipment surplus to cate Call M-F 800-284Their Needs Amencan 6289
SATURDAY

GARAGE SALE
604 S. 4TH ST.
FRI & SAT
10/7 & 10/8
8AM TILL 1PM

JAMES
R. CASH
. ,..........„::::,:,,,,..:T,,
r0D,

400

6-PARTY
YARD SALE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7AM-?
2048 N. 16TH ST
Antique furniture.
baby mattress 8
clothes

V

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
Like New Ouincy Upnght Large Shop CompresiOr• Ou, --.,
Air Compressor Truck Mount eirKohler Gee Motor •
Miliemnatic 200 And 250 Clf•OC WIre Feed Welders•Mier
Gold Star 500SS DC Arc Jr Power Supply •hider 8‘;
Blue 2510 Conant Current DC kg %Voiding GOVVOr •
Eine° Precision Boring Machine. Drill Press•Shop Press•
Le Blond MIMI LOIM • Cinannab 11' Ault& km Drd •
Clerk GCX17E LP Foridift • 10 Ton &4 Ton Porn Posers •
Many Power Tools• DeWatt Hammer Ord •Ladders•Come
Alongs • Maluta Cut 011 Saw • Sheet Metal 16x50 Roller •
Cherry Picker • Floor Jed •Ales•Welding Vies 0 Mony
Weiding Rods • Office Miscellonsous • 8dts. BO 001 •
100's 01 Dril Bits. Ekt Bins•Cutting Tools •Tap & Die Sels•
Micrometers • Hand Tools • C•Clarrips • Power Washer •
Meters. Gauges • Tools And Accessories For Cuttiryi
Fteroptic Cable• LCifS Of Machine Iron •Etectrzai kfisc• 7.).
Ford Utility Truck • 16 Miry Trailer
A Complete Liquidation Many More Items . A Paritai 4.st,ng.
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
Come Prepared To Find Many Ouality Items

clothing M-XL, for-

%S.:04 151E !A NI 4 Ili iN.1-114‘.

Yard Sale

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sat. Oat 150s,1000 A_RIL
stsiorataiscsttaif 182 St Rt 288
II= IL-• NI-1-113/0%11 ,. Kir
From Pinion, Take Hwy 51 North 4.3 Moles To Hwy
288. Turn Right And Proceed East 1/4 Mile_ Or
From Ailington, Take Hwy 41 South 3.•7 Miles To
Hvry 288, Turn Left And Proceed East 1.4 kiiiel
All Steel Building On .71 Acre .Machine Shop Equipment A Tools
503173' Fitirmsamd AM NAM R--24' Frmit & Ism Illoors • Phis Ma Beene
orsieuesene Plows • Mem Ann • lesseredea
Ileall ereulle Vanner1d% Orrom, galsnee Is le Sopa

Childrens clothes

I '1.1. t. A'. A Willi<

II RIO It. 11‘...1 11%1 t 1414411.1 Ft

4.44-4144
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4-FAMILY GARAGE SALE
THURS FRI & SAT
94E TO 280- 4 1/2 MILES TURN
RIGHT- 1130 WRIGHT RD.
Lots of 1 12 price clothes & tables. Oak table
w/3 chairs, 10 speed bike, treadmill duo cruiser. chair & stool. lawn mower. 3 in 1 scanner.
onnter. copier. Z22 Leman( printer. computer
parts. twin box springs Queen bed & frame
inclining chairs baby clothes, electric
weedeater tots of odds & ends. Al must go

oAceepting Trainees for
Werner. Swift. CR
England, others! 16 day
COL! No money down,
financing(
student
Tuition reimbursement
avail_ Job placement
asst Mon-Sun 1-800883-0171 x6
*Act Now DriversFlatbed, Bulk Tank and
Refngerated divisions
Performance based
pay Experience
Operators. Independent
Contractors or
Company Drivers. CDL
Instruction Program
available. 800-7716318.
WWW primeinc.com
•Arr Road Express
GUARANTEES 5.000:
miles paid per weekr'
Owner Operator &
Company
TEAMS
Great home time/ FSC.
No touch freight, no
east coast. 800-8993812

•Dri Owner OperatorsFlatbed Dedicated! Pull
our trailers'! Immediate
openings' Great pay'
Small fleets welcome'
Company driver posiUnion Boiler: Hurricane, *Franchise
Sales: tions also available'
Resource Potential to earn $20k 800-611-3763
WV.
Marketing,
Inc
Al per
comm. *Driver- 52.750 Sign-on
mo./
Thompson,
WV www.realtyworld.corn
'Orientation pay, 'Earn
Lic#438,
1-800-528- Cali Joni 248-680-0708
up to $49,000 1st yr.
1246.
www rrniauc*Golf Business. Play 'Benefits 1st of month
lions corn
30
days,
lots of golf! Play better after
•Commercial Property golf Golf for charities & 'Predictable home time-,
Auction in Franklin eam awesome income! COL-A/ 6 mos OTR.
Saturday Play the Best Courses! JDC Logistics 877-687Kentucky10/15 10am 34 acres For details call 24/7. 5627(7 days/ wk).
in 14 tracts- 5 minutes 800-709-4684
'DriverCovenant
from 2 industnal parks
Transport. Excellent pay
MISCELLANEOUS
15 minutes south of BG.
& benefits for experiKY Ron Kirby, Jr •Airline
Mechanic- enced drivers. 0/0,
Auctioneer www crye- Rapid training for high
solos, teams & graduate
leikeauctioneers corn
paying career. FAA pre- students.
Bonuses
dicts severe shortage available. Refrigerated
BUILDINGS
FAA approved
Job now available. 888•Buildrng Sale' Last placement assistance MORE-PAY (888-667Chance' 20x26 Now AIM 1-888-349-5387
3729)
$3955 25x30 $4980 *Earn Degree online
•Driver:
Earn $8003040 $6965 40x60 from home. •Medical.
$11.850 Many Others 'Business. •Paralegal, $1,100/Week. Regional
flatbed, home every
Meets high snow and '
Computer. Job place- weekend! And, 1-2
wind One end Included ment
assistance. times/ weekly! Class-A
Pioneer
1-800-668- Computer & Financial
CDL and 6 months trac5422
aid if qualify. 866-858- tor/ trailer experience
2121 www.ontinetide- required.
Wabash
BUSINESS
watelech corn
Valley Transportation,
OPPORTUNITIES
8 0 0 - 2 4 6.- 6 3 0 5
SPORTING/SPORT*CEO.
Management
www wytonlone.com
ING GOODS
partners
Investors
XM
wanted by KY LLC *CHERRY BLOSSOM *Drivers- Free
developing nationwide GOLF AND COUNTRY Radio, Pre-pass, Tripac
franchise plans_ Rare CLUB,
Georgetown. Generators! No touch,
ground floor opportunity Golf Digest voted us No hazmat. Great pay.
4°ferfibeicesis- qualified- -13es3---plaees--4e- play Benefits Hometime! 2
persons $25k minimum 2004! Join us for your _ yrs. OTR, Class-A CM.
required. 502-569-1965 next .___. round/outing. 800-963-3363 ext. 227
Special
Membership wwwriversidetrans•Professional Vending
available.
502-570- port.com
Route. Coke, Lays.
9849!
*Drivers- Online transHershey, Water. No
Gimmicks, Great Equip/ •Hunt Elk. Red Stag. port is currently hiring.
Locations.
$7,500 Whitetail.
Buffalo- OTR drivers. Good
down. We finance 877- Season opens 5/31/06. miles and some can be
843-8726
Hunting home weekends. Pay
Guaranteed
license $5 We have a plus bonus per diem
BUSINESS SERVICES
assigned
no-game, no-pay policy. Benefits,
Are you the father, Call days (314)209- equipment. choice dis100'. accurate AABB 9800.
Evenings patch. Drivers must
have-1 year recent OTR
accredited lab test for (314)293-0610.
experience and clean
$265 with or without the
mother Fast results •Indian Artifact Show- MVR. Call 866-543Toll Free 1-888-875- Court Day Weekend. 1235 press option 5 for
7
5
7
4 Oct 14. '15. 16. Mt. Cindi or Angie, or apply
www.onlineDNATestingCentre corn Sterling KY. Buy. Sell, online.
Trade. Bring your arti- transport.corn
•Attention
fact collections Tables
Owner
Homeowners Display
available. Info- 859- *DriversOperators needed! Avg.
homes wanted for vinyl 499-0999
.93 to $1 07 per mile.
siding, windows, roofs
TRUCK DRIVERS
We offer free base
Easy credit terms No
HELP WANTED
plate. permits & qualpayments until 2006
Starting at $99 month
•51 10-$1 14 average comm. No touch freight.
Call 1-800-251-0843
per mile' Home week- Plus more! 1-877-613ends'
No forced dis- 6385 x286
COMMERCIAL
patch'
Owner
operators '
Owner
Drivers
PROPERTY
needed' Call Max a Operators
Tractors
*For Sale-- Two-Story T&T 1-800-511-0082
Si 53 +FSC Straight
brick office building in
Trucks $115- $1.35
Frankfort. near I-64/US •A 'Penny saved is A
+FSC Free Oualcomm/
Penny
Earned!
l!
As
an
127. Approx
2300
Trip
Pak
Sign-on
square feet. Internet owner- . operator, we
Incentives Call Triunderstand
how
the
riswired Large conference
State Expedited 888room seven ondividual ing 'cost of fuel affects
320-5424
offices, 4 half-baths, you However, when
kitchenette
Part of you partner with one of •Go home this weekoffice building complex the largest fleets in the end! We pay what you
For sale by owner industry, you save deserve!
$_46/mile!
Immediate occupancy money on expenses Homehme you need!
such
as fuel and Great Trucks! Blue
Call
502-223-8821
increase your earnings. Cross/ Blue Shield!
Sam-5pm M-F
Purchase fuel at a dis- Dental' 401kt Believe it!
EQUIPMENT
counted rate within our Heartland Express 1FOR SALE
network of over 350 fuel 8 0 0 - 4 4 1 - 4 9 5 3
*Sawmills$2 795- centers and receive a www heartlandexL u m berMate - 2000 & fuel surcharge that is press.com
LumberLite- 24 - adiusted each week to
Norwood lndustnes also keep up with rising *Immediate Openings
and
manufactures utility ATV costs. This fuel sur- Louisville
attachments Log skid- charge is paid on all Georgetown KY area.
ders portable board miles- both loaded & Class-A and AH Drivers
edgers and forestry empty- and fuel costs Yard Jockey. Local
Regional
equipment www nor- are deducted from your Deliveries.
woodindustries corn weekly settlement. In runs and team runs
Free Information 1- addition, we offer paid Choose your loads No
800-578-1363 eel 300N plates & permits, dis- forced dispatch (2 yr
counted tires & shop recent exp required)
FINANCIAL
services, full voluntary 8 6 6 - 2 7 0 - 2 6 6 5
•S$CASHSS Immediate benefits. and,. there's www abdrivers corn
cash for structured set- no force dispatch. With .Need a lob? CR
these
SAVED England is hiring in your
tlements. annuities, law all
sue mortgage notes & Pennies. you'll EARN area .
Company
Cash
flows
JG over $1 per mile' Call Sponsored 16 day CDL
Wentworth #1 1-800- today to learn more... 1- Training Availabte.No
877-452-5627.
eoe experience
794-7310
Needed.
Subi to d/s 3 mos Call Today'
1-800-398FOR SALE
class-A exp re:4
9908
Pole Barn Blow Out
30x50x10 Only $6.795
Free Deft-very Painted
metal. slider. 2exe0x10
only $4,995 937-5595405 nationwidepoie
hams cub net

Check us out on the Web!
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CLASSIFIEDS

Ledger & I imes

.01.•

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyt Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
• *Brick *All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

Used Cars
BEAUTIFUL 2.600
Sq Ft new Brick home
w/4 acres, more acres
available w/barn.
4br. 2 1/2 bath.
Call 293-7354
293-4627
26R, newly renovated
furnished
bathroom
cabin, fireplace. . KY
Lake 12 miles South
Murray city limits. 205
Mills Ln. (731)3645596
APPRAISED
$234.073. Will sell
$166,000 this week.
You read it fight . My
beautiful home can be
yours easily. Bring your
or
appraiser
own
banker. None compares pricewise. Are
you qualified? Henry
227-7913
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2000 Cougar. silver.
83.000 miles, new tires
and brakes $6.600
293-6468 or 293-0606
red
Pontiac
2000
Grand Prix GT All
power, leather interior.
factory CD 1-270-7533473
1993 Crown Victoria.
$1.000
1991 Crown Victoria,
90.000 miles, $1.000
1993 TransAm LT1
350. 6 spd manual
tranrresSion, 89,000
miles, $4,700
1974 Dodge Charger,
$200. 759-1070
500
Used Trucks

2004 Dodge dually
diesel. White/grey interior, like new. $26,900
731-336-3661. 731642-5671
2002 3 car hauler.
HOUSE & 1 acre lot in
Hazel on Barnett St. $7,000. 731-336-3661,
3BR, 1 bath. Call 753- 731-642-5671
b5VI
Ram.
-6odge
57.000 miles, --nice
HOUSES and mobile " truck
with topper:
homes for sale and for $7,000. 293-9970
rent in 6 west Kentucky
1997 Nissan pickup 4
counties. Call 270-339cyl 5-spd. $3.700
8824 or 270-339-8823
2003 Chevy 4x4 ext.
IMMEDIATE POSSE- cab, leather, loaded.
17.000 miles. $20,500
SION: 3 bedroom, 1
bath. All appliances 759-1070
included. 502 Olive St.
1996 Mazda pick-up
759-2097 truck. 'Gas saver'.
$79,900.
after 5
$1,800. Call 293-8522
for more info, ask for
LAKE AREA HOME
Clay.
with 1 acre. 4236
Speaker Trail, Murray,
Boats & Motors
home.
KY. Newer
IMMEDIATE POSSESLOOKING for a boa
SION: 3 bedroom. 1
slip on Kentucky
bath, utility room with
washer/dyer hook-ups, Lake?
Now pre-leasing new
central heat/air, fresh
boat slips on Cypress
paint, wall to wall carCreek for 2006)07 seapet, oak kitchen cabinets. Nice and clean. sons. Lakeview Manna
from
minutes
$69,900. Not a trailer or 20
Murray. Call now for
modular. Block foundation. (615)264-2979. details (270)436-5876
530
Call for appointment.
Services Clewed
MODULAR home with
bedgarage and lot 3
Lamb's
436-2867
room. 2 bath 5 miles
Mower Repair Free
out on Hwy 94E 270pick-uprdelivery.
753-5947
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
RANCH Style. House &
out garages. gutters.
105 acres. 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bed- junk & tree work_
rooms, 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop. 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
shed,
equipment
$224,900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212.
753-3992

Murray
GO-KART
HP
6
Explorer
padded
Tecumseh.
cage ireseat belt, good
tires Excellent condition. $600. 492-8815
special!
HUNTERS
2001 400 arctic cat
2001
4x4
$3,500
Honda CR80 Clean,
with extras $1.150
OSO Senous inquiries
only 436-6368
4 AN tires/wheels for
Yamaha 4-wheelers
Tires fair, wheels good
with no cracks or
bends. 560/all 4 4928815

2000 Nissan Xterra
red, exit. automatic
$7.700. 100.xxx miles
436-2448

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years expenence. Call
Carters
767-0533 MOWING.
mulching.
trimming,
painting, odd lobs.
Free
cleaning.
Estimates 978-1115.
Lamb's Tree
A-1
Trimming.
Service.
removal, etc. hauling.
Junk clean up, gutter
cleaning. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AAA Handyman
Electrical. plumbing,
carpentry decks.
ceramic & floor tiles.
etc New. remodel 30
experience
years
Prompt. dependable
estimates
Free
(270)753-9210 anytime

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Call about our fall
specials
293-5438

TV Listings Frida
. . . y1 October 7, 2005

Horoscope

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only

This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

1 hundav, k•tolicr ti, 2905 • 3B

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

Iv lamellas Blear
for
B1RTHDAN
HAPPY
Friday. Oct. 7, 2005:
Often, you might want to
explore and question what is
going on around you. Do so. and
take nothing and no one for
granted. Sometimes co-workers
or associates surprise you. For
your well-being, you need to
learn how to handle tension and
how to change this year. You
could be stressed out often.
Accept new technology and
don't fight it. If you are single
you could be gooey-eyed over
someone before you know it.
Realize that you might not be
seeing the whole of this person.
'A romance might be very special. If you are attached, your
first child could,play an important role in your year. Also learn
to communicate on an even
deeper level with each other.
always
is
SAGITTARIUS
cheerful with you.
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Mom fleeing Katrina learns
that strangers can be kind

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published I. a picture of students Iron Murray Christian Academy listening to Johnnie Stockas he tells, them about . kniting at the Youth Ag Day. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Jim Mahanes.
Births reported include a girl
to William and Tina Jacobs, and
a girl to Jason and Diana Bess.
Sept. 29; a girl CO Kenneth and
Gwendolyn Trice, a boy to Christopher and Morn Cox and a boy
to Ben and Laura Wainscot'. Sept.
30: a boy to Michelle and Ralph
Pickard, Oct. 2; a boy to Jeanie
and Kevin Berkley, (kt. 3.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of the
new scoreboard that has been
installed at Murray State University Roy Stewart Stadium. The
scoreboard system Was donated
by Harry L. Crisp II and PepsiCola Bottling Co. of Paducah.
Marine Cpl. Paul K. Vought.
son of Dan and Jean Warren of
New Concord, is serving at the
Marine Corps Air Station, Yuma.
Arit.
In high school football games
Murray Tigers won 10-6. over
Trigg County at Ty Holland Stadium. Murray, and Calloway takers won 7-6 over Caldwell County at Princeton.
30 yeas ago
Extensive damage was reported to the home ot Mrs. Leonard
Whitmer on North 19th Street in
a *fire early today. Murray firemen worked at the scene tOr over
an hour a ith four trucks and 22
men on the lob.
Published is a picture of Suti
Hobble being crowned as Murray
State University Homecoming
Football Queen prior to thc 'Nl

Racers winning 17-3 over the
Morehead Eagles in a football
game. The queen's huNband, Mike
Hobbit:. is a member of the MSU
football team
40 years ago
Ray and Martha Broach have
been named as co-chairmen of
the Murray -Calloway County United Fund Drive. Max B. Hun is

DEAR ABBY: From time to Days Inn and asked if they had
time I have seen letters in' your a room. They did, but there was
column about acts of kindness. I no water, no electricity and no
hope you will print my letter to drinking water. I left the front
say "thank you to a kind soul desk in tears.
who helped me after Hurricane
A kind Hispanic woman ran
Katrina.
after me and offered me a gallon
My of her water. I offered her the
the campaign chairman.
husband and $10, but she refused it. Her husLucille Kelly is chairman of
I stayed in band told me I needed to stop
the Gray Ladies of the Calloway
home in and rest. She helped me take the
our
County Chapter of the American
Biloxi dur- kids out of the car, helped me
Red Cross. Edna Gowans is vice
ing Katrina. with my luggage, helped me
chairman and Maurine Hopson is
We
secretary.
were check in, and showed me to my
The Rev. John Redden has
fortunate room. Later that night, she
accepted the call as pastor of Spring
that
the brought me half a gallon of milk
Creek Baptist Church.
Dear Abby storm for the babies, and a. beautiful
Recent births reported at Murstopped at votive candle so I could see
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
By Abigail
front them. She said, For the
our
and Mrs. James Outland, and a
Van Buren
door. The babies."
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Toby Thomalarge
oak
I left early the -next morning
son.
trees that fell did not fall on our to try to get enough gas so I
50 years ago
house, and we were able to could reach my parents, and I
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor of First
assist others on our street who never got the woman's name.
Baptist Church, talked and showed
also stayed. But we both knew May God bless her for the rest
slides of Sw itzerland he took when
he visited there last slimmer at a
that I needed Co get our children of her life. I am normally very
meeting .of the Delta Department (3 1/2 years old and 15 months) logical and calm, btit I could not
of the Miatiy.wom407,sLCIpb..tie' Out We Were running short of think clearly that day. She
was introduced by Mrs. Ray
water and were not sure when opened her arms and her heart,
Brownfield,
there would be more food.
and for that I am truly grateful.
Elected as officers of the New
Not
realizing
how
badly
I wish I could see her, hug her
Concord 4-H Club were Ronald
everyone had been affected. I and say "thank you" in person. I
McCage. •Dimmy McCuiston.
left the house with only two owe her so much, but all I can
Rachel -Marr. Judith Farris and
small bottles of water, $10 in offer her are my prayers for the
Gerald Gaines.
cash and a few snacks. I wanted rest of her days on this Earth.
,Recent births reported at Murto leave everything for my husray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
Thank you for helping me try
and Mrs. Theron Erwin. a girl to
band -- thinking that as soon as to reach her, Abby. God bless all
Mr. and Mrs. John Daniel, a boy
I got to Jackson. Miss-., every- of us in this difficult time. -tti Mr. and Mrs. Amos Perry and
thing would be fine.
LAURA V., BILOXI, MISS.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
I arrived in the town of
DEAR LAURA: I'm pleased
Laid.
•
Hazelhurst on Tuesday evening to print your letter. I hope your
Mr. and Mrs. J.E. Sims will
with two thirsty, crying babies, guardian angel sees it. By sharhe married 50 years Oct. 9.
and wondering what in the ing what little she had with you,
world to do. I pulled into the she demonstrated the krue spirit
of giving in its highest form.

TodayInHistoril

•••

By The Associated Press
LAP) - Today is ThursdaY
_Oa 6,.thc 229th day of 2.00.
There are 86 days left m the

year.
Today's Highlight in History:
L927,- the- -era
of talking pictures arrived with
the opening of "The Jazz
Singer." a movie starring Al
Jolson a his•h featured both
EI

silent and sound-'nnchronized
scenes.
this date:,
In 1905, I(X) years ago, tenni,- great Helen Wills Moody
was born in Berkeley, Calif
In 1949, American-born Iva
TogutiLir Aquino_ convicted of
treason for being Japanese
wartime broadcaster "Tokyo
Rose," was sentenced in San
Francisco to 10 years in 'prison

and fined $10,(X)O. (She ended
up serving more than six years.)
In 1973, war. erupted in _the
Middle East as Egypt and Syria
attacked Israel during the Yom
Kippur holiday.
In 1976, in his second debate
with Jimmy Carter, President
Ford asserted there was "no
Soviet domination 'of eastern
Europe." (Ford later conceded
he'd misspoken.)
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,

- "AKE
-

DEAR ABBY: My wife,
"Sybil," had a close friend,
"Maxine," who recently offended her. Now she prefers to avoid
the woman altogether.
Maxine's husband and I play
golf together, and Sybil feels
that I am wrong to continue a
relationship with him. I disagree: first, because in time Thy
wife's wounds may heal and her
relationship with Maxine may
resume. Also, I have never dictated who Sybil should or
should not befriend. and I feel
the reverse should also be true.
Who's right here? You
decide! -- "SWINGER" IN
• -PENNS-Y-LVANIA
DEAR SWINGER: You are.
Just because you are no longer a
foursome shouldn't mean you
have m scratch your golf buddy.
She should "putt out" of your
golf game. For her to attempt to
punish her former friend by
punishing her husband fs

Maw
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Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles. CA 90069.

Is cholesterol medication
a life-sentence?
DEAR DR. 6011': I am an
avid reader of your column, which
appears in my local newspaper.
Recently, I had gone to my
doctor for my
annual
checkup. (I
am 41.) My
reports indicated that I
high
have
cholesterol
(204, HDL at
38). My fasting
blood
read
sugar
116, and I
have borderBy
line
high
Dr. Peter Gott blood pressure (135/82). My doctor indicated that, because of the above factors, he needs to prescribe Zocor,
which he did.
My question is, do I need to
take Zocor my whole life? Can I
stop taking it if exercise and
weight loss bring down my sugar,
cholesterol and pressure?
DEAR READER: Yes. you
can.
Ordinarily, 1 prescribe exercise
and a low-cholesterol diet before
prescribing medication for patients,
such as you, because the risks of
drug therapy (muscle damage and
liver inflammation) seem to exceed
the potential benefits, In my view,
it is far safer to try other options
before relying on medication.
In your case, your cholesterol
count is only 204, close to the
level that most experts believe is
the goal of cholesterol-lowering
treatment. True, your HDL (the
"good" cholesterol) is low: at 38.
but I'd be willing to bet that diet
and exercise might well raise it.
Here's my suggestion. Continue the Zocor for now. At the
same time, pay attention to land
limit your consumption of) sources

Dr. Gott

of high dietary cholesterol: animal fat, milk, cheese and egg
yolks. Exercise (walk, swim, bicycle and so forth) regularly for at
least 30 minutes a day, at least
five days a week.
At the end of a two-month
trial period, get retested for your
cholesterol. If the level is high
normal (190 to 200), continue the
Zocor. If the level is below 150.
ask your doctor if you can stop
the medicine and continue the
exercise/diet program.
To give you related information, 1 am sending you copies of
my Health Reports "Hypertension"
and "Understanding Cholesterol."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a
friend who has MS. Fatigue and
lack of strength are ongoing issues
for him. He is depressed and
seems to sleep a lot. I'm concerned he may be taking too much
medication. In addition to his MS
shots, he is taking Wellbutrin.
Effexor XR. Xanax and Lamictal. I've brought up the matter,
'but he is not open to discussion.
DEAR READER: As you concluded, one or more of your friend's
drugs may be the cause of his
fatigue and weakness: Of course,
his symptoms Could also he a
consequence of his multiple sclerosis, a serious neurological ailment.
If he won't address these issues
with his physician. that is his
right. I urge you to back off and
not nag him. You have expressed
your concern: that's all well and
good. Maintain a supporting and
loving attitude without harping.

Doctor Gott is a practicing
physician and the author of the
new book -Live Longer, Live Better: Taking ('are of Your Health"
Driver
(Quill
Books,
www.quiIldriverbooks.com 1.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
41)Q 53
•A 8
•A 103
*Q 10 7 5 2
EAST
WEST
•K
•10 9 8 4
•Q 9 2
K 76 5 4
•8 6 5
•9 2
*K 9 8 4 3
.A1
SOUTH
•A .1 762
V 103
•KQ.1 74
+6
The bidding:
South
West
North East
Pass
2•
1•
Pass
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
4•
Opening lead— queen of hearts.
The conscientious declarer continually seeks ways of improving his
chances, even if the improvement
amounts only to a seemingly trivial
percentage point or tv.o.
Such a minuscule addition to
one's chance of success might seem
hardly worth the effort, but over a
period of time it can make all the difference between winning and losing.
Consider this deal where South
was in four spades and West led a
heart. Declarer won with dummy's
ace and promptly led a spade to the
jack, losing to the king. West cashed
the jack of hearts and shifted to a diamond. South won and. when West
showed out on thr queen of spades,

had to concede down one, losing two
spades, a heart and a club. .
South naturally bemoaned his
bad luck in losing a trick to the singleton king of spades, but the
unhappy outcome was really his own
fault. Had he considered his
approach to the trump suit more carefully, he might have seen the wisdom
of playing the ace on the first round
of spades rather than the jack. This
would have speared the king and left
South with only one trump loser.
The play of the ace is not based on
a peek at West's hand, but on simple
probabilities. Declarer should reason
that the iippestrtg-spetitaa—ar;
divided 3-2. he cannot lose more
than one trump trick no matter how
he broaches the suit. Similarly, if the
spades are 4-1, with the king
guarded, the contract cannot be
made, since two spade tricks will
have to be lost regardless of how
South plays.
There is, however. one 4-1 division svhere declarer's play matters and that is when the king is singleton
in either opponent's hand. If East has
the singleton king. it will show up
when the first spade is led from
dummy. But if West has it, the ace
must be played to avoid losing an
extra spade trick.
The chance of West's holding the
lone king is slightly less than 3 percent - not a very high number. But
it is approximately that small percentage that enables casinos the
world over to show millions of dollars in profits annually.

Tomorrow: Test your play
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1 Flashy dresser
5 John in Sibena
9 Fast-food chain
12 Cow-headed
goddess
13 Broad valley
14 Annex
15 Circus arena
16 Amtrak driver
17 French
monarch
18 Cash dispenser
20 Late-summer
sign
22 Rink gear
25 Supplication

43 Subsequently
46 Movie rental
need
47 San Francisco
hill
48 Napo/eon s
island
51 Rough it
55 Bad-mouth
56 Personalty pens
57 Comic-stnp dog
58 Oater answer
59 Posted a parcel
60 Immediately
following
DOWN

Morse code

27 Pivot

MY PEANUT
BUTTER CuP51

•

NN
poeM

BR-MOReA4NG
FIN
Aat

PRE-NAP 5NACK

SMS

PEA N LITS.410

28 Copper source
29 Deaden
33 Plumbing Kant
34 Flour holder
35 RV haven
36 Part of SASE
38 Hobby ender
39 Tangy taste
40 News article
42 Light fogs

signal
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Consume
Uproar
Legacy
Footnote word
Furniture mover
HS math
Mom
The Galloping
Gourmet'

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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10-8 C 2005 United Feature Syncacate
10 Beat
with a stick
11 Muse ot history
19 Tellunum
symbol
21 Woosrarn of gal

Inc

22 Droop-nosed
fifers
23 MOMA artist
24 Ayla's creator
25 Light retractor
26 Gave
temporarily
28 Tony's cousin
30 Luau
instruments
31 Nearly all
32 They have
sonar
37 Hamlets oath
39 Diamond-like
41 rchard units
42 Banquet host
43 Rooney or
Gibb

44 Pate tie gras
45 Cookbook qty.
48 Immense
49 Size above
med
50 - vivant
52 Lemon cooler
53 Combine
54 Boxer maybe
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Murray High Preview
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face Tigers
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By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Murray High head coach Lee
Edwards has faced some good
running backs this season. When
asked to list them. starting with
the best, Edwards instead asked.
"Where do I stop?"
Names like. Dyersburg's
Mike Eakin jump to the top of
the list, while Lone Oak's Matt
Hopper. Calloway County's
Chase Chrisman, Hopkins
County Central's dynamic duo
of Tristin Pettus and T.J. Martin
and Marshall County's Alan
Williams all squeeze into a
who's who of local scatbacks.
Now. Edwards has to find
space to add Fulton City's
Ron Williams into the group.
While Edwards and his
Tigers (2-4, 1-0) haven't faced
Williams, the first-year coach
still knows what to expect.
"They like to get No. 5
(Williams) the ball." he said.
However, it's not three yards
and a cloud of dust, Edwards
assures: "It's a cloud of dust
here, spin around, reverse
upfielr cloud of dust there.
break three tackles, reverse field
again, touchdown."
hr six games-this seascin for
the Pilots (2-4. I-0), Williams
has 79 rushing attempts for 686
yards and nine touchdowns. If
Williams only played running
back. Edwards might be able to
wipe the sweat off his brow.
"They'll put him at running
back, quarterback, wide receiver
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Ma,20
Aug. 26
Sep. 2
Sap
Sep 16
Sep. 23
Sep. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct 28

Dyersburg a as 7?
Lone OM;it. rasa
at Calloway Co.
al NO?. CO. COIL 1‘...srs
Me/shell CO.s
at 13allard Morn.
aPoh
at Fulton '
Maytiekt
FADS Co.'
at Ohio Co.
Class A Fast Catena game

2005 DISTRICT STANDINGS
Oman (Mika
sse
Mayfield

Fulton county

4,3
z'

Murray
Fulton Cay
Eiallang Mernonk

This week's games
,mwray at FACIn CIt'y
:-Alayheict OPEN
Ballard Memorial at Fistor Cc

2005 Tiger Stats
Murray
Opponents

26
32

20
61
•••

34 27 - 107
54 42 - 189

OPP.
Fret Downs
83'
214'
Rushes
Rushing Yards
1.362
Pastern
38-86-4
594
Pinsk%) Yards
1.956
Willi Yards
14-4
Furnble4ost
Penalties
38-218
••••
Plishing Jon Wilson 115440 87D. Hugh
Rodrts, 75-404 810. hue& Wek 4-15,
Anion Harrynonds 1347. Drwer Stephens
3-11. Janes King 2-10. icareycji McIntosh 25. %RINI-Kelly 2-1, Jordon Oadandi-i.
Passing - Hugh Rani 18-51-2 218 TD.
-Drew Stephens 1-1-0 26. Taylor Pierce 0.1
-0,Joe Benton 0-153.
Nowskind pre* Stephens 6-77, Joe
Benton 7-85 I'D, Joey Jackson 3-36.
Taylor Pierce 2-18, Hugh Rote 1.26.
iIHS
92
262
1,681
19-63-2
242
1,1303
174
53-422

Chicago puts Red
Sox in 0-2 hole

More
how
if the
king
R be
will
how

CHICAGO (AP) — The Red Sox are reeling. The defending
World Series champions need another big comeback — this time
just to get out of the first round of this year's playoffs.
The White Sox are rolling. They'll reach the AL championship
series with one more victory, thanks to a pair of homer-filled wins at
U.S. Cellular Field.
"I think people know what the Red Sox did to the Yankees last
year and v.ith that lineup, we can't slow down," winning pitcher
Mark Buehrle said after Chicago came back to beat Boston 5-4
Wednesday and take a 2-0 series lead.
-We've got to go out there and finish these guys as quick as we
can," Buehrle said.
Game 3 and, if necessary. Game 4 are at Fenway Park on Friday
and Saturday A fifth game. if nece.sar. ‘kould be at Chicago on
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Racers'
Disappointed DeBella season
completes prep career hangs in
balance
Lady Tiger
10ISAA State Tournament

senior finishes
in tie for 35th
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
LEDBETTER, Ky. —
Four years of nose-to-thegrindstone golf, walking endless miles of course terrain
and lugging around bags full
concluded
of
clubs
Wednesday afternoon with
the 2005 Kentucky High
School Athletic Association
Girls' State Golf Tournament,
and Angela DeBella had a
smile on her face.
Unfortunately for the senior golfer, that was about all
she had to smile about.
Admittedly, DeBella, who
was playing in her final state
tournament for Murray High,
wasn't all that impressed with
her final showing of 82, leaving her in a tie for 35th place
overall as an individual.
Last year, DeBella finished third and looked to take
advantage of that showing.
playing in the state tournament at Drake Creek Golf
Course. a mere 45 miles from
Murray.
But the somber look on
face Tuesday
DeBella's
. _
evening after finding out that
her Lady Tiger teammates
failed to make the cut as a
team for the second straight
year, left her feeling anything
but estastic about returning to
the course for a second day.
"To be honest. I wasn't
excited at all about playing. I
was just kind of wanted it to
be over," DeBella said. "I had
a terrible senior year, there's
been nothing good about it
all. About the only thing to
epiebrale was the fart that as
a team, we won the regional.
Individually, I had a great
junior year and a horrible senior year. Unfortunately, that's
the year I'm going to remember."
DeBella's fortunes as an
individual were unknown
entering Wednesday's second
and final day as darkness
Tuesday forced six golfers off
the course, forcing them to
return at 7:30 a.m. to learn the
fate of who stayed and who
left.
DeBella was one of the 20
— out of50— who made the
cut after she fired an openinground 82. She started her

MICHAEL DANNtedger & Times Photo
•
Murray High School senior Angela DeBella smiles after
sinking a birdie putt on No. 9 Wednesday during the
final day of the Kentucky High School Athletic
Assocation Girls' State Golf Tournament. DeBella,
playing as an individual, finished in a tie for 35th overall at Drake Creek Golf Course in Ledbetter.

final round on the backside of a bogey and a double-bogey,
Drake Creek, just as she did she played par-golf 3 through
Tuesday, shooting a 7-over 43. 7. Despite a bogey on eight,
"I did terrible on the back she closed out her round sinksaid ing a 10-foot putt on No.9 for
DeBella
nine,"
a birdie.
Wednesday.
"I just didn't hit anything
She bogeyed the first two
holes and bogeyed 16 and 17 particularly well, and I was
before finishing with a triple just really upset about yesterday' and the whole tournabogey on No. 18.
On the frontside. DeBella
opened the first two holes with •See DeBELLA Page 20

Saturday night at Stewart
Stadium. the Murray State
Racer football season hangs in
the balance.
Slumping back home after a
thrashing at Illinois State and a
disappointing performance at
Tennessee Tech. Joe
Pannunzio's club has to find
themselves
and find
themselves
in a hurry.
With a 13 overall
record, and
1 start
avnal0-t
in the Ohio
Valley
Conference,
Inside
the last
group i n the
Scoop
world
By David
Murray
Ramey
State needs
Guest
to see is
Columnist
Jacksonville
State,
which, until last Saturday. had
dominated the OVC the last
two seasons.
Jacksonville State isn't the
Racers' No. 1 problem. though.
The No. I problem is the lack
of confidence in the home locker room at Stewart Stadium.
Last Saturday, Murray State
pushed Tennessee Tech around
the field in the first half and
should have been up handily •
and well in control of the game.
Instead, an 0-3 performance in
the red zone left Murray State
hanging. and a couple of breakdowns in the third quarter let Tech cut the thread.
Cookeville has been a dizzying place for the Racers to play
in recent years. Every Racer
coach in the last two decades
has left Cookeville looking for
answess_Mike Mahoney had an
All-American field goal kicker
miss a PAT and a game-winning
field goal in a rainstorm.
Houston Nutt watched Derrick
Cullors get hurt at Overall
Field. Denver Johnson lost an
overtime contest in 1997. which
probably cost the Racers a playoff berth. And Pannunzio ha,
never won there.
And now you face
Jacksonville State. which is
smarting after being whipped at
home by Eastern Kentucky.
"Our backs are against the
wall,. We have to play smarter."
Pannunzio said Monday.
•See RAMEY Page 3C

Editor, picks panel rejuvenated after bye week
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Hey. everyone needs a by
week once in a while. Sport•
teams do it. so why not us?
Especially when you look at
our record.
Well, I can't really point fingers at the rest of my asteamed
panel (point-point-point), but of
the ftill-time !?) employees here
that do this
picks thing
on a consistant basis,
we're averaging
between
66% (Scott
Nanney) to
58%
(Michael
County Lines Dann) to me
& City Limits in between
(65%).
By Eric
Heck, the
Walker
guests are
Managing
42-18
Editor
(70%), but
bear in mind
that our former partner. one
John T. Wright, got the Ball
rolling with a hearty 22-8
record before leaving us for the
land of the ... aw. I can't make
myself write it!
Nevertheless, we've had a
week off to lick our wounds.
focus our energies and gather
our ... A. well I lost track what
I was thinking. Anyway. please
welcome our guest picker this
week. Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins. The
III See PICKS Page 2C

The Games
Lightaiins
2005 Pigskin
Prognostication
Contest

The Guys

Nanney

Murray High at
Fulton City
Calloway County vs.
Hopkinsville
Ballard Memorial at
Fulton County
Paducah Tilghman at
Hopkins Central
Heath at
Fort Campbell
Murray State vs.
Jacksonville State
Kentucky at
South Carolina
Louisville at
North Carolina
Tennessee at
Georgia
Titans at
Texans

GUESTS
LAST TIME
7-3
OVERALL
42-18

ERIC WALKER
LAST TIME
7-3
OVERALL
39-21

MICHAEL DANN
LAST TIME
7-3
OVERALL
35-25

SCOTT NANNET
LAST TIME
6-4
OVERALL
40-20

Walker

Dann

Elkins

Murray

Murray

Murray'

Murray

Hopkinsville

Calloway Co.

Hopkinsville

Calloway Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Paducah Tilghman

Paducah Tilghman

Paducah Tilghman

Paducah Tilghman

Fort Campbell

Fort Campbell

Fort Campbell

Fort Campbell

Jacksonville State

Jacksonville State

Jacksonville State

Murray State

South Carolina

South Carolina

Kentucky

South Carolina

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Tennessee

Georgia

Georgia

Tennessee

Texans

Titans

Titans

,

.
Texans
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Mans'goal
is to nin
ball more
NASIi‘ILLE. Tenn.(AP)-If it seems as if the Tennessee
Titans just dotli't run the way
they used to. it's because they
haven't.
The Titans have rushed 9's
times in 235 offensive play
through the first four games.
:That's the lowest percentage of
total Plays since 1999, when
they ran only 99 plays out of 243
in their first four and reached its
only Super Bowl.
Tennessee (1-3) hasn't had
much opportunity to run so far
this season because the Titans
have trailed at halftime in each
of their losses and had to throw
to try and catch up. But coach
Jeff Fisher wants to start running
the ball more.
-That's one of the areas that
has to improve," he said.
- The Titans • are averaging a
.respectable 4.1 yards per can-y.
but haven't had the chance to get
into any kind of rhythm on the
. ground. They ran only 29 times
in their 25-10 victory over
! Baltimore on Sept. 18.
Chris Brown has only 49
rushes for 210 yards this season;
including 20 for 83 in a 3,1-27
loss at St. Louis. At this time last
year as the Titans'featured back,
he carried 80 times for 408
yards.
"That's every running back's
thing: They want the ball,"
Brown said Wednesday. "You
'get a better feel. The more you
go on, the more you get.
Unfortunately, the way the
games have played out. 1
: haven't had as many,carries as I
last year."
"
• TCrIrlessee.% hest rushing season easily was, in 2(X)0 when
Tiddie George set a career-high
with 1504 yards. '

Sponsored By:

The Insurance
Center of Murray
BUSINESS• HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency
753-8355
David King 901 Sycamore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL PLAYOFF SCHEDULE

, The Purchase Area Tennis Association sponsored a tennis clinic Aug. 22-23 for
youth in Murray and Calloway County. The clinic was conducted by Murray State
head men's tennis coach Mel Purcell and members of the Racer tennis team.
Each participant received a t-shirt, along with the instruction.

Angels even series with Yanks
ANAHEIM, Calif. (API
"This team always played the
Orlando Cabrera can offer plen- Yankees very well, so there's not
ty of insight about the Yankees a lot that I can tell these guys
to his new team. There's no way that they haven't done before,"
he expected New York's sure- said Cabrera, who hit safely in
handed fielders to flop the way all seven games against New
they did in Game 2.
York in the 2004 ALCS to help
Cabrera's hat heat the the Red Sox reach the World
Yankees when he played for Series.
Boston last October, and he did
"You just keep the pressure
it again for the Los Angeles on them the whole time and they
Angels. They also capitalized on are somehow going to crack up
three unearned runs and a costly and we're going to take advanerror by Alex Rodriguez.
tage of any mistake they make."
Cabrera scored the tying run
New York went 1 -for-9 with
after A-Kod;,s error and later hit runners in scoring position — 0a go-ahead single, Bengie .(or-8 after Robinson Cano douMolina got Iwo big-hi*s-anil.thc
the-firat-nita—and made
Angels defeated the Yankees 5-3 three errors that led to three
on Wednesday night to even earned runs for the Angels, who
their Al, division series at one won their first postseason game
game apiece.
in 'five tries since capturing the

franchise's only World Series
title in 2002.
"It's costly,-.Rodriguez said.
poStSeason, yiiii-ealft make
mistakes. You kind of knew that
once that play wasn't made: they
were going to score somehow
— even after two outs. That was
as routine of a play as it could
get. I looked down and I couldn't believe it wasn't in my
glove."
The Angels saved one or two
runs with their gloves. The
defense has defined this club all
year. helping Los Angeles succeed despite its offensive short.

- 1;44114illg,•.

"On the offensive. side, we
didn't have many hits, but they
all counted.- manager Mike
Scioscia said.

At. Division Series
Chicago vs. Boston
Tuesday
Chicago 14, Boston 2
Wednesday
Chicago 5 Boston 4. Chicago leads
series 2-0
Friday
Chicago (Garcia 14-8) at Boston
(Wakefield 16-12), 309 p.m (ESPN2)
Saturday
Cnicago (Garland 18-10) at Boston
(Schillirig 8-8). 12.09p.m., if necessary
(ESPN)
Sunday
Boston at Chicago, 309 p.m.. if necessary (ESPN)
Los Angeles vs. New York
Tuesday
New York 4, Los Angeles 2
Wednesday
Los Angeles 5, New York 3 series tied
1-1
Friday
Los Angeles (Byrd 12-11) at New York
(Johnson 17-8). 709 pm.(ESPN)
Saturday
Los Angeles (Washburn 8-8) at New
York (Chacon 7-3), 3:30 p.m.(FOX)
Sunday
New York at Los Angeles, 7.15 p.m., it
necessary (FOX)

National League
St- Louis vs. San Diego
Tuesday
St Louis 8. San Diego 5, St. Louis
leads series 1-0
Thursday
San Diego (Astacio 4-2) at St. Louis
(Mulder 16-8), 3:09 p.m.(ESPN2)
Saturday
St. Louts (Morris 14-10) at San Diego
(W Williams 9-12). 1009 p m (ESPN)
Sunday
St. L OLUS at San Diego, 309 p.m. it
necessary (ESPN2)
Monday
San Diego at St Louis. 7:19 p.m it
necessary (FOX)
Atlanta vs. Houston
Wednesday
Houston 10. Atlanta 5. Houston leads
series 1-0
Thursday
HOuston (Clemens 13-8) at Atlanta
(Smoltz 14-7), 7:19 p.m.(FOX)
Saturday
Atlanta (Sosa 13-3) at Houston (Oswalt
20-12). 705 p.m.(FOX)
Sunday
Atlanta at Houston, 1209 p.m., if necessary(ESPN)
Monday
Houston at Atlanta. 3:19 p.m., if necessary (FOX)

•DeBella.
But the length off the tee
wasn't a problem at Drake
ment," DeBella said Wednesday. Creek. She said she didn't miss
DeBella concluded that the a fairway in 36 holes.
birdie on No.4 helped — if even
"It was pretty much my putjust a little bit.
ting and my irons," she said
"It helps a little bit. I just after the tournament ended. "I
wish 1---covild have done some— hit -all the fairways-yesterday
thing better in this tournament at and today, my driver was workthe regionals," DeBella said. "I ing for me, I just couldn't do
just haven't played well at all anything else."
this year.

From Page 1C

II Picks ...
From Page 1C

The Tigers are riding in from
their off-week with a districtopening win over Ballard
Memorial, 34- 13, and should
have plenty of momentum
heading into Friday 's g4111A:

a win over their belts — at the
rival Mayfield. . Tigers.
hands of Ballard. Both'MHS
Calloway County vs.
gimk.1 judge has agreed to take
and Fulton City have 2-4
Hopkinsville
part in this iris at pursuit and
records and 1-0 marks in Class
Good tor the Lakers! lot
i sec it his executive powers can
A. but that's where the similari- sure those five games to start
trump our prime pigskin progties end. Murray should carry a
the season were long enough.
__i:wslacating_pritaaaa,.____
_
- -taw- ame-streak
- - --but-Callowav took it on-the- •
1.et's get it on!
he Bollkl‘ws ;ire 0,mine in with
Nkeek\ showdown with heated
loocxxxxxing road and delivMurray High at Fulton City
ered a 29-14 whtxvin to Union
rowdy: eductlIS rectarnarfor a
tough test in Hoptown. The
Tigers have posted just three
wins over Mayfield. Booker T.
Washington and Union. hut _
their three losses have been at
the hands of teams like Alcoa.
"Fenn.. Louisville Male and a
powerful Christian County
We would like to introduce the area's newest members of the
dub. The district stretch won't
Chem Dry team. Kevin & Rhonda Knees have taken over the
stan on a high note for the
I.akers. I'm afraid.... Tigers.
local ChemDry franchise that has been doing business here for
Ballard Memorial at
Fulton County
the last 15 years. Dave & Sue Lepisto have since retired.
Fulton County has struggled
in recent years but appears to
have a little wind in its sails
a World Leader in carpet cleaning and maintenance.
with head coach Mancel Elam
1 hey have been around for about 30 years, developing a
at the helm. Elam is a former
Pilot and former Murray' State
Superior Way of Cleaning Carpetc and Upholstery.
Racer, who has restored some
pride in the golden domers of
Hickman. who sport a 4-3
Say "Goodbye" to the days of soaps and detergents left in
record. I'll pick Fulton County
your carpets, cleaning chemicals left in your carpets, and the
by
— next week's Tiger test
Pilots.
a pair of TDs.
days when it took several days for your carpets to dry out.
Paducah Tilghman at
Hopkins County Central
Tilghman seems to have also
been given a new breath.of life
.0,hem,Dry)patented process using a safe, non-toxic, heated, and
tollowing its come-from7hehind
win over rival Mayfield a few
highly carbonated solution for your carpets, that dries in a few
weeks
back. They followed that
hours not days, is a superior way of maintaining your carpets.
win up with a thriller against
Madisonville-North Hopkins.
• Kevin and Rhonda are trained professionals, that deal with all
Hopkins Central — which will
your carpet needs including, spots, stains, ink removal and those
host Calloway next week
was off last Friday following a
very unpleasant pet stains •ind odors.
trouncing at the hands of incounty rival Madisonville. 49-

ATTENTION
he
)
maty. is

,

A

lot of you in this area are alreadyhen$DOusers and believers,
please help us to spread the word
Thank You'll

Call tor an appointment todou of

1-800-273-5184 or 703-9745
Also visit our %.ebsite to learn more about us at

www.chemdrv.com

A Superior Way of Cleaning at Very Competitive Prices

REMEMBER - "Drier, Cleaner, Healthier."

Cheraky
,corytna

lllostern KFantur•kv

Lakeland Chem-Dry
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• 11/11 • fa O.• Ill• ME 111 • in " /1/1 NI • /0
"
41001111M1-1111-sr10-10101M0001.
111=111111111•InhallindnimmilhoilMEMMII

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.

bennettmotorsinc
.com

Upholstery Cleaning
'odependently Owned and Operated

=Tx

Kevin and Rhonda Knees - Owners Residential and Commercial
68 Grand Blvd., Benton, KY 42025

•

1-800-363-4720
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up with a whirling Tornado, so
I'll pick ... Blue Tornado. .
Heath at Fort Campbell
Fort Campbell is uindefeated
and rolling through Kentucky,
chalking
after dominating win. The
Falcons have posted four' wins
in the 40s and 50s, and are
holding opposing teams to
under seven points per game.
Heath has mounted several
impressive wins, too, but
should he stinging from last
week's 40-14 thumping by
Trigg County. The Pirates may
have a lot to prove. but with the
likes of Micah Johnson and
company. Fort Campbell should
emerge victorious. ... Falcons.
Murray State vs.
Jacksonville State
Despite being Faculty and
Staff Appreciation Night at
Stewart Stadium. the Racers
have felt unappreciated with a
1-3 record that included last
week's double-up effort by
Tennessee Tech, 42-21; a team
that's only previous win came
against Lambuth. LAMBUTH!
.And now Murray State is facing
the two-time defending OVC
champions. who are coming in
after a loss to league leader
Eastern Kentucky. Granted, this
JSU team is a different one
from a year ago. Still. I'll pick
the visitors . Gamecocks.
Kentucky at
South Carolina
*Sticking with the chicken
theme (which could apply to
both UK and USC). the
Gamecocks of Columbia are far
and away from any team head
coach Steve Superior. er
Spurrier put on the field at
Florida. Hurt by injuries, defections, ejections and poor
recruiting by Lou Holtz. USC
isn't the other USC — far from
it! Kentucky. meanwhile, is
coming off an oft -week and
hopirig to have some of its boohoos mended and ready to
a stretch that includes a innanle
games at Ole Miss and against
Mississippi State. This one
could be fun to watch, just to
see which team plays hardest
not to win but rather not to
lose. My take on the winner is
... Wildcats.
Louisville vs.
North Carolina
Baskethall'' Did someone
say basketball? Nope, we're
still on the gridiron, and the
Cardinals feel like they're on
the griddle. A sour loss at South
Florida and a poor first half
against Honda Atlantic have
brought down boos from Papa

John's. Meanwhile, the Tar
Heels are proving to be a potent
force in the ACC. college football's new darling. Carolina has
posted-wins against North
Carolina State (remember when
they were tough?) and Utah,
and may bum UofL this week. I
doubt it, but will keep my mind
open for an upset. ...
Cardinals.
Tennessee vs. Georgia
This could be the dipsy-do
of the SEC East with a surging
Volunteer team and a pack of
Bulldogs with an eye on the
Easte Division crown. The Vols
followed up a huge effort and
win against LSU with a short
week and a win over Ole Miss.
Georgia, though really hasn't
been tested in wins over Boise
State, South Carolina,
Louisiana-Monroe and
Mississippi State. In Knoxville,
its a whole new ballgame, but
UT's looked a bit suspect and
appears to be a bit reactive to
any sign of bad luck on the
field. If Phil Fulmer were just a
bit more reactive of their offfield antics, the Vols could win
this one, but I think it'll be an
UGA-ly win. ... Dawgs.
Titans at Texans
Whew-! We've finally
reached the end! How many
games were we supposed to
pick this week? Four hundred?
Let's just wrap this up as quickly and with few injuries as possible — which is what the
Titans should do, too.
Tennessee's 1-3. The Texans
are 0-3. That should tell you
everything right there, I will
say that the Titans' weekly
press notes had the game being
at Rehant Stadium in Nashville.
They may lose if they think
kickoff is in Music City. Nah!
... Titans.

TV, radio
Today
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN — N C State at Georgia Tech
GOLF
1 p.m.
ESPN — PGA Tour-WGC American
Express Championship, first round. at
San Francisco
3:30 p.m.
TOC — LPGA Longs Drugs
Challenge, first round. at Auburn. Calif
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
3 p.m.
ESPN2 — Playoffs. NL Division Series.
San Diego at Si Louis
7 p.m.
FOX — Playoffs, NL Division Settee.
Houston at Atlanta
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LAKERS vs. Hopkinsville 7:30 p.m.

Lakers look for second straight win Friday
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Following
Calloway
County's dramatic 29-14 comefrom-behind win over Union
County two weeks ago, firstyear Laker head coach Josh
McKeel said that the win was
great, but his players better
savor the next 24 hours because
after that it was back to work.
Well, McKeel and the Lakers
played their cards right.
Instead, they had a week to
enjoy the first win of the season
as they took last week off for the
Lakers' bye.
"Last week, practice was a
little bit easier to get the kids to
work hard because of the win,"
McKee! said. "Especially with
the off week, we had two weeks
to enjoy it. We practiced three
days last week and gave the kids
a couple of others off. We were
able to enjoy it a little longer."
Now, McKeel's rule is in
effect as practice resumed
Monday and the Lakers started
preparing for Hopkinsville.
First-year head coach Dixie
Jones has the Tigers off to an
unusual 3-3 start. A case must be
that
however,
made,
Hopkinsville opened the season
facing one of Tennessee's best in
Alcoa and then Louisville's
Male, dropping both of those
games to start 0-2.
- The Tigers rebounded with
wins
over
back-to-back
Mayfield and Memphis (Tenn.)
Washington.
T.
Booker
Hopkinsville then lost two
weeks ago to Class 4A stateranked Christian County. They
went on to defeat Union County
57-13 last week.
Despite Hopkins'/Hl'S ':512113
record. McKeel refers to the
Tiers as one of the best teams
his squad will face this year.

Laker Profile
ELLIOTT LOVETT

CENTIJI/UNEUCKEIR

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo
team will try to match speed
football
Laker
County
Calloway
the
and
Douglass Willis
and toughness with Hopkinsville Friday night at Jack D. Rose Stadium. The Lakers are
looking for their second win of the season, with hopes of making postseason play.
"Hopkinsville has a. ton ot
athletes. We're going to have to
keep the ball out of their hands,"
McKee'said.."They.have quite a
few that play both ways, so
we're looking to control the
football, run the football and
make plays when we have it."

•

•
1
'
4

.•
6049d,

McKeel said Jones. a former
coach at Madisonville-North
Hopkins, has taken a different
approach to coaching the Tiger
offense, installing a. runntng
game that might be taboo to
some Tiger fans.
"They'll get outside, and

5-11.738• 18
Who would you most like to
meet...
Ray Lewis
One lesson your parents taught
you is ...
Always pay back things
you borrow
If a movie was to be made about
you, who would you like to portray you ...
Chris Farley
Favorite Food ...
Ramon Noodles
the lottery, what is
Pr you
the first thing you would buy ...
A pack of football cards
If you could take the field to any
song, what would it be ...
Dead & Bloated
Favorite place you've been on
vacation ...__ _
Panama City Beach
'Compded by Michael Dann

ried to establish all season long.
"Two weeks ago, we stumthey'll run the iso and power."
McKee! said. "That's something bled out of the blocks (against
that you hardly ever see out of a Union County. We just couldn't
move the football and get first
Hopkinsville team..7
McKeel's gameplan hasn't downs," McKeel said. "We're
changed from week to week.—•-gioing to try and continue to do
adding that he intends to contin- what we've been doing all year.
ue to do what the I_ akers have arid—tEirs ruirt-fire -F6oWaTEIVe

want to move the chains, and
when the opportunity arises, we
want to Cite ad-van-age.
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Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
including drink!
Mon.-Fn.
11 a m.-2 p.m
Lunch

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat I
weekend & night I
spagatti
pizza &
buffets including drink!
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4:30-9:00 p.m.
Dinner and
Weekend
11 a.m.-9 p.m.
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Braves in familiar position
ATLANTA (AP)
The
Atlanta Braves are in a huniliar
Position: trailing a playoff series
and staring at another October
disappointment.
For the fourth year in a row.
the Braves started the postseason with a Game I loss at home,
this time falling to Morgan
Ensberg and the Houston Astros
10-5 on Wednesday.
Ensberg drove in five runs
and Andy Pettitte overcame two
homers to tie Atlanta's John
Smolt/ as the winningest pitcher
in postseason history. The
Astros blew it open with a fiverun eighth against the shaky
Braves bullpen.
"It is a five-game series,"
Atlanta rookie Jeff Francoeur
said. "We feel confident we will
tie it up."
Of course, he hasn't been
around for all the postseason
misery.
Despite 14 straight division
titles — an unprecedented streak
in any of the major sports
Atlanta has managed only one
World Series championship. and
that was 10 years ago.
The Braves have gone out the
last three years in the division
series, each time with a crushing
Game 5 defeat at Turner Field.
They aren't likely to get that far
if they don't win the next one,
before the series shifts to
Houston.

AP

Atlanta Braves pitcher Tim Hudson watches from dugout
after being pulled in the seventh inning of Wednesday's
Game 1 of the National League Divsion Series against the
Houston Astros at Turner Field. Hudson allowed five runs
In 6 2-3 innings as the Braves lost Game 1 of the NLDS for
the fourth consecutive year.
SmoIti, who's, been bothered
by a stiff shoulder, goes against
Houston's Roger Clemens in
Game 2 on Thursday night.
"We need to win one. here.

•"Tigers ...
From Page 1C
-- wherever they can find

Profile

place for him," Edwards said.
Williams also has three
receiving touchdowns and
ANTON HAMMONDS
scored on one 2-point conversion. Alone; Wittiams accountsfor 80 of the 133 Fulton City
points.
. Meanwhile, Edwards . has
some of his own concerns about
a Tiger defense that has yielded
183 points this year. Last week,
Murray's bye was an opportuni1111111111111ACl/110111S111111M11
ty for Edwards to plug some
•ial•
holes in a newly-formatted
Who would you most like to
defense he has implemented.
The bye week also was helpful because it allowed many
Walter Payton
Tigers to heal from injuries.
your parents taught
One
lesson
That included two players —
Andrew Cain and- Drew—
Stephens — Edwards feared
Haw Respect For Others
--were. lost for the season.
-If a movie was to be made about
"We healed and we pracyou, who would you like to porticed." he said of the off-week.
tray you ...
"We tried some new things.
Wesley Snipes
experimented, did some different things to see what we liked
Favorite Food ...
and didn't like.
Macaroni
"I was asked by Several peothe
lottery, what is
won
you
If
ple it I was disappointed
the first thing you would buy ...
because we were on a roll. I
hardly think one win constitutes
A House
a roll," Edwards said of the.34If you could take the held to any
13 victory over Ballard
song, what would it be ...
Memonal two weeks ago. "We
I'm A King
won a. game. We're now in disFavorite place you've been on
trict play and we're playing
other IA schools. We know we
vacation ...
have a chance each week now.
Camp Crystal Lake
We know that our district is a It
Tompoled LI Maisel Daran
better than it was a year ago."

34

that's for sure," Braves manager
Bobby Cox said.
Houston is trying to beat the
Braves in the opening round for
the second year in a row, but in a
decidedly different manner than
the power-hitting team that
pulled off a five-game triumph
last year.
Those Astros had Carlos
Beltran, Jeff Kent and a healthy

Jeff Bagwell. This team is built
around the starting rotation:
Pettitte, Clemens and 20-game
winner Roy Oswalt.
"Obviously, we had some
pretty big bats last year," said
39-year-old Craig Biggio, a
holdover from the Killer Bs.
"But this year's lineup isn't so
bad, either."
The Astros, who led the
National League in ERA but
ranked 11th in runs, had no trouble scoring on Tim Hudson and
the Braves bullpen. Houston
pecked away with eight singles,
nine walks, two hit batters and a
division series-record four sacrifice bunts.
The Braves went with
Herlson for the opener instead of
Smoltz, who's been bothered by
AP
a .stiff shoulder. Cox figured Chicago White Sox closer Bobby Jenks, right, and catchHudson was just as good a er A.J. Pierzynski, left, celebrate after defeating the
choice, a former 20-game win- Boston Red Sox in Game 2 of the American League
ner who pitched in four postsea- Division Series Wednesday in Chicago. The White Sox
sons with Oakland.
won the game 5-4 to take a 2-0 lead in the series.
But the right-hander was
roughed up for five runs in 6 23 innings — the most he had
• ••
allowed since a June 13 loss at
elimination.
Texas, which led tO a stint on the From Page 1C
"Last year was last year; this
disabled list.
Sunday.
has nothing to do with last year,"
"I didn't hold up my end of
"The perspective is we're Boston's David Ortiz said. "We
the bargain," said Hudson, who down 0-2. ... I'd rather
have it
gave up seven hits, walked five the other way," Boston manager made a comeback, but it was last
year."
and hit a batter."We scored five Terry Francona said.
"The comTrailing 4-0 Wednesday, the
runs today. We should have won fort I have is our ability
to play." White Sox came back for five
the ballgame."
After a 19-8 loss to the New runs in the fifth off David Wells,
Pettitte, improving to 14-8 in York Yankees Game
3 of the capped by Tadahito Iguchi's
in
the postseason, pitched four-hit AL championship series
a year three-run homer. The drive over
ball over seven innings — more
ago, the Red Sox won eight the left-field fence came shortly
than good enough the way the straight
to capture their first after a deflating error by Boston
Astros were hitting.
World Series title since 1918. second
baseman
Tony
Houston turned a 5-3 game Boston has won eight of
its last •Graffanino, who once played for
into a blowout in the eighth, nine when
facing postseason the White Sox.
sending II batters to the plate.

•White Sox

III Ramey • • •
From Page 1C
"We're giving great Mort, but
we-sit-got to make some plays.
We have 12 freshmen on our
55-man travel squad. so you
can see right there how much
we're relying on the youngThis team has been a frustrating team to watch so far.
Ken Topps shows flashes of
greatness (his touchdown run
Saturday at Cookeville was
pretty unique, and
has made
--athletic-Mays at-quarterback- -

that Racer fans have not seen since Michael Proctor). But
Topps has battled the worst
type of injuries — those nagging kind that make him probable for Saturday, but keeps him
from practicing and getting into
any kind of rhythm.
The Racers have also struggled running the football, which
has been a strength during
Pannunzio's tenure. Nick
Turner and Chad Cook have
both been hurt. But there have
been some bright spots.

Jonathan Eiland has demonstrated he can be a solid offensive weapon.
But Murray cannot have offensive mistakes, such as
three interceptions and a fumble
at Tech.
The defense is still looking
for answers. But, remember,
MSU returned just two starters
from last year's squad, which
included two NFL players.
Two highly-regarded
Division I-A transfers upfront
are just now getting into the

flow.- tEtthian Bean's performahce last week was promising).
Give Dominic Spinks a few
more games, and he-c-ouldtufn-into the cornerback Murray is
missing.
But the Racers do not have a
few more games. They are running out of time. Jacksonville
State shows up Saturday. Win
and the Racers still have some
hope. Lose and it maybe a long
finish.
That's what hangs in the balance.
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Refrigerator :
UPS SNIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED!:
•• CHEAPEST
•
We Also Offer .Latest Pick-Up-In-Town — Same Day Shipping ii.
TRUCKLOAD SALE! •• For Packages Received By 6 p.m.• In-Store Packing •
•
•
•Color & B&W Copies, Faxing, Laminating•
MURRAY
•
•Mailbox Rental .Freight Services
•
•
•
•
MAILBOX
RENTAL
SPECIAL
•
APPLIANCE •
Rent a mailbox for one year & qet three months tree •
•
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UPS STORE.
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212 East Main St • 753-1586

762-9103
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It may seem like something small, but by
child a Shelter Junior Life Policy now.
that life insurance will be an option later.

ensuri

InihAl tar \in.butv
ni insurance

Single Pirmium
to Ayr 26

S5,(XX)
$7,500

S24,000
$29250

SI0,000
512,5(X)

$340.00
5390 no '

$15,000

$450.00

with
Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation
VitalStim® Therapy —
"the first proven treatment for dysphagia,providing hope for a better quality of life. "It's definitely given us a new lease

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033
Shelter Life Insurance Company
Columbia, MO
www sheheonsurance corn
Poky 11-096 1L-096 1 in Louisiana
1-096 2 in Nebraska, 1-096 3 in Oklahoma)

Rebuilding Lives

on life"said Mrs.Troy Kinningham.

SUMER
1'.5111: 5., I

Seek Shelter Today1

HC Henry County
M C Healthcare Center

239 Hospital Circle, Paris
731-642-5700

•

